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What is car sharing?
A Cooperative Vision.

An inexpensive, easy, and ecological way to travel,

When people and institutions pool resources, they transcend
individual limits. Civilization itself testifies to the power of
synergy, where people can create a richer life together than
what any could afford alone.

A car sharing organization is a group of people who share a set
of mobility resources. Because a single vehicle can serve the
needs of seven or more car sharers, the price is a better deal
than auto ownership. Members pay an initial fee to join the
club, and from then on enjoy a variety of "on call" mobility
options.

Likewise, when individuals and institutions pool mobility
resources, there emerges a dynamic innovation in how people
can get places. Where most persons can afford only one
vehicle, and most institutions can best offer just one service,
the pooling of resources integrates a variety of economical,
convenient and efficient options for getting around.
As our generation struggles to maintain its living standards, and
as our city of Portland becomes ,congested but unwilling to fund
even one more freeway on-ramp, we can turn to a heritage of
cooperative mobility. It was our thrifty grandparents who,
during World War II, created car sharing clubs. We can also
take up on the popular Fifties idea of the family sharing lithe
carll. The inexpensive, neighborhood-based, and social solution
of cooperation can help provide affordable, convenient
accessibility to life's amenities.

They can quickly reserve their neighborhood "car on call" when
they need it, and drive it from the nearby car share lot. They
are mobile as individuals without being concerned with
purchasing, maintenance, or insurance hassles.
Car sharers have access to all kinds of different vehicles.
Instead of purchasing a single car, they purchase trips--trips in
a commuter car, trips in a minivan for the family, or in a crew
van if to take along the sports club, or in a pickup to help a
friend move. Members have the car for the occasion.
Most importantly, car sharers save money while saving the
enviroiiment. Members pay for the amount they drive, and
therefore drive selectively and infrequently. The less the car
sharer drives, the less the car sharer pays--and thus, the more
the car sharer saves. He or she uses transit, walks, and bicycles
more, and uses less parking space--all while saving time and
money.

'-
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Car 5'17aring: Past. PI't!senl. and Future . ..
th~

1990' s. however, car sharing is on a

!"ronl
Gennany~ a country that is a bellwether [or the rising costs of
auto ownership. The Genllan StaltA Ufo car co-op grows by at
least one Ineillber per day and is now up to 4,000 active car
sharers. t\1oreover, there are another 7.000 or nlore car sharers
in Switzerland, Austria, and the United KingdOlll.
During

1"011

The 1110velllent is spreading to North Alnerica. In Canada, the
Quebec City AutoCol1l recently passed its one-hundred Inen1ber
nlark. Last year, Garden City Car Share established itself in
Victoria, B.C. This l11onth, the Canadial1 Aulo Network began a
pilot project in Vancouver, B.C. There are three Illore pearls on
the Cascadia Corridor string of pearls: the new cOgO car co-op
in Seattle, the Eugene Car Co-op, which established itself in
1994, and a new start-up group in OIYlupia. In Salenl, a new
cOinpany offers short-tenn car rentals to poor residents. At
the last report, its ten car fleet could not Ineet the delnand.
The car sharing nlovenlent is spreading so rapiqly because it
saves money and the environnlent. Melnbers of Switzerland's
AutoTeilet on average use transit for 750/0 of their trips, whereas
the Swiss Qn average use a car for 800/0 of their trips. Car
sharers drive only half as l11uch and save $2,000 dollars a year.
The World War II poster illustrates how pooling resources can
beconle nlore popular during scarce tilnes. Later in the century,
an awareness of a linlited envirorunental capacity spurred car
sharing experilllents such as the ij7hiteCar and J¥hite Bicycle
programs in Al11sterdanl during the 1970' s and the 81701'1- Term
Auto Rental Company) in San Francisco during the ] 980~s,
which at its peak. had 350 nle)l1~erS and 60 vehicles.

Young people who are just starting out, couples who do not
want want to pay for a second car, and businesses with l11any
elnployees can use the service. In the last year alone, more
than 2,500 new nlelnbers joined worldwide. What has been the
exception lifestyle l11ay beconle the nann as nlore people
discover ho\;V to conveniently travel lightly on.the earth.

f)\
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How does car sharing work?
Imagine traveling south from central Portland to the small,
peripheral town of Wilsonville, without a car, on a weekend. '
First, you would walk or ride Downtown and wait for the # 12
to Sherwood. The #12 takes you on a'thirty minute bus ride to
Main Street in Sherwood. Thank the bus driver and turn up
Lincoln Avenue. Then walk for one-and-one-half hours on a
truck route shoulder to Wilsonville. If you have a: bike, the ride
is only thirty minute~. Upon reaching 1-5 at Wilsonville, take
your life into your hands and cross over the Elligsen overpass.
The bike ride from here tq central Wilsonville is only fifteen
more minutes. The journey is three hours, one way. '"
In contrast, imagine for a moment a plastic, magnetic mobility
access card ... not a car, but a card. Different from single
vehicle ownership, the "mobi1card" signifies membership in a
mobility sharing organization, where you and fellow member~
in the Portland metropolitan region share a set of mobility
resources. Dial the reservations number on the back side of the
card, and reserve a car to drive to WiJsonville. Strolling to the
car share parking spot a five minute walk from home, you come
upon the shared car, a friendly littJe hatchback. Running your
MobilCard through the slot on the on-site safe box, you access
the car keys. Slip into the driver's seat, turn the ignition, and
you are off to your errand in Wilsonville.
On your way back, you have time to buy a load of groceries at
Food Front before returning the hatchback to its car lot, and
.. Data gathered during a March 2, 1996 CarShare Cascadia field
experiment.

~

I

depositing its keys in their safety box. Ride the bus home-
your MobilCard is a transit pass. Ride transit whenever it is
convenient, in order to save money, because the monthly car
sharing fee is only as large as the amount you drive. Since you
need a car only a few times per week, you save roughly fifteen
hundred dollars each year over having to own a car--yet you
keep your mobility.
The MobilCard -is still only an idea. For the moment, Portland
remains unexplored by this successful, ecologically friendly
kind of industry. The situation is a rare opportunity to be a
pioneer in Portland. The Car Sharer's Companion is written
for pioneers--perhaps trailblazers like yourself--who are driven
enough to establish a mobility sharing enterprise ... a vehicle
geared toward redefining the travel preferences -in this
metropolitan region and beyond ...

Cascadia
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anyone anywhere any way
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How to Use Your Companion

Part II: A Resource Guide is useful for when you seek more

So, you want to start a car sharing organization.

in-depth information about the subjects discussed in Part I. It
provides a subject index and an annotated bibliography to the
sources that inform this handbook. Moreover, it provides a list
of potential car sharers--the beginnings of a network in
Portland.

The Car Sharer IS Companion, researched and written by the
team members of CarShare Cascadia Mobility Consultants, is
your handbook and.resource guide for starting a car sharing
organization in Portland, Oregon. After your operation
mobilizes, the Companion can continue to serve as a reference.
It comes in two parts.

Section I of the Resource Guide presents the subject-by-subject
resource directory. Its subjects match the four chapters in the
Ignition Guide above. For instance, after reading about the best
corporate structure in section 1-2 of "Chapter 1: Mobilizing
Your Organization" in the handbook, you can turn to the
~ection 1-2 of the resource directory to find an index of sources
on corporate form.

Part I: An Ignition Guide presents the steps to start up a car
sharing operation. Its four chapters cover how to build and
incorporate your organization, how to find and serve a market
for car sharing, what decisions to make in investment and
insurance, and a what strategies to use for managing the
operation.
The Ignition Guide encourages you with evidence that, once
knowing how, where, with whom to start an car sharing'
organization, you can develop ~n economically feasible,
convenient, and marketable enterprise in Portland. The
handbook format includes information, advi~.e, and italicized
illustrative case studies.

Section IT of the Resource guide is not arranged by subject. It is
an alphabetized, fully annotated source bibliograp~y. Sources
include a variety of interviews, meetings, correspondences, and
also annotated literature entries that support our findings.
Finally, we have provided a glossary of the key car sharing
concepts that drive the mobility sharing movement. Read these
on the following page to prime yourself for your journey into
the wonderful world of car sharing. And believe us, it is truly a
beautiful place. So turn that page and twist that ignition key.
Let's hit the road!

e'l
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Car Sharing Concepts in the Companion
car on call - a car that is stationed conveniently nearby and is

green consumer behavior - making socially conscious choices

available on demand.

as a consumer. An important concept in using market behavior
as a way of solving regional problenls.

car sharing - owning and using a car together.
mobilcard - A debit card for car sharing members that provides
Car Sharing Organization (CSO) - A car sharing club that
meets international standards for service quality and ecological
soundness, including: a fleet to member ratio of 1 car per 10
users; a fleet of environmentally sound, cost efficient vehicles;
prices structured so that the operation functions as a
supplement to transit, walking, and bicycling; prices structured
so that members have incentive to drive less; a minimum rental
time for each individual at one hour; members have the right to
participate in organiza~onal business decisions.

seamless transfers to taxis, transit, and vehicles of other co-ops.

mobility consulting industry - facilitates a more
collaborative, balanced, and efficient transportation system that
serves a compact, healthy metropolitan region.

mobility on call - the expansion of the car sharing concept to
mobility sharing in which all kinds of cars, transit passes, and
other mobility options are available on demand.

consumer cooperative - a consumer owned corporation that

the new mobility - a collaboration between car sharing

provides its members with lower prices and greater control over
service range and quality. It does not necessarily serve an
idealistic or environmental purpose.

organizations, transit providers, car rentals, taxi companies, and
inter-city rail that makes available a vanety of mobility options
for car sharing members.

ecopreneurial - Marketing attractive and ecologically sound
products and services to consumers; connecting self-interested
individual behavior with social and .environmental issues',
reconciling regional planning issues and the regional
marketplace.

Part I: An Ignition Guide
F or Portland, Oregon

The Car Sharer's Companion
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Chapter 1: Mobilizing Your· Car Sharing Organization

The first chapter describes how to steer the car sharing organization through pilot status and into a
position where it can experience growth and prosperitY. The sub-chapters, listed below, represent
the steps toward the incorporation of an effective and legally recognized enterprise.

1..1 Establish A Small Start-Up Group
1-2 Determine The Scope And Scale Of The Enterprise
1..3 Dedicate An Enormous Amount Of Time And Effort
1-4 Write A Mission Statement
1-5 Choose Your Corpor~te Form
1-6 Incorporate The Organizat~on

The Car Sharer's Companion
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Chapter 1: Mobilizing Your Car Sharing Organization

1-1 Establish A Small Start-Up Group.
Successful car sharing ventures around the world have been
built on the sweat and vision of a core group of organizers.
Group decision making and involvement can diminish the
burden on individual founders, and can improve the overall
direction of the car sharing organization. A small
committee of dedicated and driven individuals should
organize the, car' sharing venture. \
How do you find other people who may have an interest in
starting a car sharing group? Given the experiences
elsewhere, such people are likely to be environmentally
involved folks who understand the unsustainability of the
single-occupant, single-owner automobile culture, and are
ready to work long and hard to provide a more sustainable
alternative.

d

I";

Because this core group of adherents is crucial to the
formation and health of the organization, it is essential that
the start-up team can work well together, can resolve
, differences of opinion, and can agree on appropriate courses
of action. The group members should be capable of hashing
out the issues, of strong, perhaps impassioned discussions,
of taking a vote, and then of moving forward without
resentment.
Limiting the size of the group allows for an easier, more
flexible decision making process. A circle of ~ends is a
useful model for this structure.

A wider outreach may be necessary in order to attract people
who can offer the skills and experience needed to start up
this equivalent of a car rental business. Start-up members
who have computer skills, management expertise, advocacy
and community-building experience, and an understanding
of fleet logistics are e~sential to the business success of the
start-up.
A variety of existing activist groups sponsor regular
meetings. Presenting the car sharing concept at these
forums can bring you into contact with activists who have
experience and enthusiasm.
To prepare for the meetings, you might send invitations and
communicate by word-of-mouth, post flyers in sympathetic
places, and generally do all you can do to raise the profile of
the topic before your meetings. If possible, use mailing lists
from sympathetic organizations, especially ones listing
transportation and environmental advocates. Try to
recognize the people who are most likely to be of assistance,
and present your ideas in an effort to gain their support.
Complete your groundwork before the first meeting.' While
you're seeking input and generating enthusiasm, you should
nevertheless have concrete prospects and realistic steps
involved in establishing your vision. ,The better prepared
you are before the meetings, the more credibility you will
have. Be sure that people can leave their names, telephone
numbers, and e-mail addresses for a network of interested
folks for the future.

CarShare Cascadia
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Chapter 1: Mobilizing Your Car Sharing Organization

1-2 Determine The Scope And Scale Of The
Enterprise.
Most successful car sharing organizations start small. A
couple of dedicated individuals, often friends, share a
vehicle and the financial and legal arrangements.
Operations in cities as diverse as Zurich, Quebec City, and
Eugene have begun in this way. Only one company, the
S.T.A.R. Company in San Francisco, began as a large-scale
project, and its large initial scale contributed to its downfall.

Start-up Case Study: S. T.A.R.
A well-funded effort dubbed STAR (Short Term Auto
Rental) began a pilot project in San Francisco in 1983.
The scope 'of the effort was large, as the group targeted a
dense community of9000 residents in a development
known as Park Merced.

Even if you are thinking "big"--of attracting hundreds of
, members, it is wise to learn by conducting a -small-scale
denlonstration project. Start with at least a few vehicles and
a small, cohesive group of dedicated members, and conduct
a pilot project to figure out the details, iron out the kinks in '
the operation, and garner attention and ~redibility. You will
have the opportunity to learn as you go" The successes and
failures of the pilot project can infonn the character of the
ensuing car sharing organization.
Several car sharing groups in the Pacific Northwest are
currently at'the pilot project stage. They have put off the
initiation of full-fledged operations until they've reached a
threshold size of a few dozen members. For instance, there
is a start up in Victoria, B.C. that has chosen a critical-mass
target of around 45 members.

After thefirst year ofoperation, 350 members were
shar~ng 60 used cars. However, S. T.A.R. was bankrupt
less than a year later. A post-mortem analysis found that
the operation could have provided the service to its 350
members with as few as 25 new cars. Because S. T.A.R.
invested in so many vehicles up-front, it never had a
chance to learn from experience what volume ofdemand a
certain fleet size can carry.

The Car Sharer's Companion
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Chapter 1: Mobilizing Your Car Sharing Organization

1-3 Estimate Your Time Commitment.
Members of the initial group should be aware of what
they're getting into, be reasonably free of conflicting
demands for attention, and be dedicated to the volume of
work it takes to start up a successful business.
Most start-up ot:ganizations devote at least a year to research
and development ofjust their formal organization and pilot
,project. The Eugene Car Co-op suggests budgeting six to 12
months at a minimum for a start-up operation. The Quebec
City car sharing cooperative'took three years to implement;
even after all of this research, it took another year's efforts
before beginning its Montreal branch. We want to
emphasize the importance of "measuring twice, cutting
once"--of figuring out the details before rushing into an
actual car sharing venture.
Despite the fact that a group of people can spread the
responsibilities to avoid bum-out, founding car sharing
organization is far more demanding than a Saturday
afternoon hobby. Moreover, it is not likely to provide any
staff with a living wage in the first several years.
It is, after all, the equivalent of starting a business.

Start-up Member Profile: Benoit Robert ofAuto-Com
Benoit Robert, the founder ofthe growing Auto-Com
group in Quebec City, Canada, has overseen his
organization from feasibility studies through to its current
175 members sharing 18 vehicles. His recent start-up

branch in Mon/real began operations in September 1995,
and now boasts forty members. Following is a sample of
his warnings:
"Before we started our operations in Quebec City, three
years ofwork had been done, despite that, a full year of
planning was needed to start up in MontreaL"
'~re you personally planning to

workfull time for several
years for the car sharing enterprise you would like to
establish in your community? ••• 'it also means you can't
afford to be sick, you can't go awayfor a holiday • •• "
"Are you personally willing (and able) to make the
financial sacrifice required during an extended period of
time to establish this organization ?Only one person will
probably get paid the first year (not much, maybe $500-700
a month). If everything goes well, the second year you
might be two people living offa total payroll of$1800 per
month (like in Quebec City). "
Mr. Robert's experience is instructive. The chosen start-up
structure appears to make some difference in the personal
time and effort involv~d with the venture. Depending on the
selected division of labor and the ability to learn from
previous start-up car sharing organizations, the personal
sacrifices mentioned may not need to be so extreme.
Nevertheless, the days will be long, the pay Will be low, and
the only reward will be the service to your idealistic
mission.,

CarShare Cascadia
f}

Chapter 1: Mobilizing Your Car Sharing Organization

1-4 Write A Mission Statement.
The mission statement declares the motivations of the car
sharing organization. As a statement of fundament~l ideals,
the mission may include ecology, democratic participation,
service, community service, and stewardship of place.
These typical car sharing goals transcend the narrow focus
of a car rental, and can inspire the transportation sharing
enterprise to find new and innovative roles.
Be sure to have fellow founders agree from the start on a
clear direction for the organization. For instance, will the
operation focus on providing affordable mobility to lower
income groups or will its priority be to get dues-paying car
sharing members away from environmentally-destructive
auto ownership? Oregon's first car sharing club in Eugene
furiously debated just this issue. Members left. So, do not
let fundamental disagreements fester beneath the surface.
The mission statement can provide a rudder. Difficult car
sharing policy decisions can be made in reference .
(conscious or unconscious) to this set of core values.
Outside influences might otherwise have too much sway on
the group's early decisions.

11

pitched in favor ofa more comprehensive or more targeted
set ofbeliefs. Its purpose here is t(J provide an example:
"CarShare Cascadia is dedicated to enhancing mobility
resources within the Portland region. We are a customer
based and -driven group seeking to facilitate
environmentally- and ecologically-efficient transportation
choices. We assure a high level ofservice and customer
satisfaction and encourage community participation
within the organization. CarShare Cascadia is built on the
concept of assuring its sustainability from within. "
Mission statements require periodic review and update.
Based on interviews and readings, it appe~s that a
supennajority vote of the decision makers is an appropriate
check against unwarranted or poorly designed amendment.
Avoid allowing the mission statement to be too heavily
amended, as it bogs down procedural moves. Maintain core
values, keep them ,to the point, and adjust as conditions
require.

Mission Statement Case Study: CarShare Cascadia
The statement below is the product ofour groundwork for
car sharing in Portland. It might provide a framework for
the mission statement for the true start-up. Or it might be

The Car Sharer's Companion
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Chapter 1: Mobilizing Your Car Sharing Organization

1-5 Choose Your Corporate Form.
The long-term sucqess ofyour enterprise depends on the
up-front effort you make to craft an effective organizational
structure.

What are the practical strengths of corporations? They
provide extra personal incentives to organizers: profit,
control, and a greater feeling of ownership. Moreover,
because the business management q.as final say, the
organization is maneuverable and quick in its decisions.
Therefore, an entrepreneurial approach may work where
utopian efforts fail. Idealized democratic cooperatives, for
instance, are made up of fallible human beings that often
fight among themselves.

Do not fall into the trap of choosing an organizational
structure becaus.e of idealistic arguments or vague
preconceptions. It is advisable to shop around and.closely
examine the practical strengths and weaknesses of each of
the corporate forms--the for-profit corporation, the nonprofit
corporation, and the cooperative corporation. A carefully
organized version of one of these three could probably serve
the environmental and service missions of your" enterprise.

However, there may be other routes to an innovative,
participatory organization that can realize the human
potential of its organizers and pioneer new markets.

The For-Profit Corporation

The Nonprofit· Corporation

It is naive to assume that the for-profit corpo~ate structure is
in and of itself exploitative. For instance, if you wish, you
can direct a for-profit to emphasize customer or community
service. You have the opportunity to organize a business to
forego profit. You can create a participatory management
atmosphere.

If you are attracted by tax exempt status or to the idealism of
nonprofit community service organizations, examine very
closely your preconceptions about their usefulness in the car
sharing context.
.

The for-profit corporation today is obsessed :with surviving
in the marketplace. To do so, the firm must manage a four
part discipline: satisfy the shareholders' profit expectations,
surpass the customers' expectations of good service, satisfy
labor and suppliers, and, as a part of the business' unwritten
social compact, meet community involvemenf expectations.

The greatest advantage of nonprofit status is tax exemption
under Section 501 of the Federal tax code. 'The 501(c)(3)
exemption relieves the most taxation burden and also places
the organization in a better position to attract grants and
donations. Many people believe that, by declaring nonprofit
, status, an organization can gain tax exemption.
However, federal tax exemption under Section 50~ is
virtually impossible for a car sharing enterpri~e. The

CarShare Cascadia
",
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Chapter 1: Mobilizing Your .Car Sharing Organization
coveted 501 (c)(3) designation is' available only to religious,
chari~able, scientific, literary, and educational organizations.
The IRS will recognize that car sharing primarily" benefits its
paying members.
Moreover, the holy grail of tax exemption is not even worth
the search. Tax exemption means a huge paperwork burden.
Your operation will be closely regulated. The time and
effort focused on keeping the distant bureaucracies happy
will divert energy from your goal providing a useful service
in the local marketplace.
Finally, tax exempt organizations are prohibitedfrom "
engaging in political activity. The organization may not
advocate vehicle maintenance standards, transit service, or
dense urban land use. Even its educational activities will be
publicly scrutinized.

"

The Cooperative Corporation
A cooperative is owned and controlled by the people who
use its services. To further their mutual benefit, members
build and fmance the operation together and usually make
decisions through a one-person, one-vote democracy.
The cooperative is similar to the for-profit corporation in its
capital investments, business practices, and its board of
directors and officers. However, the cooperative structure
exists to benefit its members with lower prices and
democratic control over service range and quality, rather
than genrate a high return to its investors. Its emphasis on
service often benefits the local community. We recommend
it for your start-up enterprise.

Why Choose the Cooperative Form?
It is advisable to protect the identity and spirit of your
neighborhood-based, entrepreneurial organization from
federal bureaucratic entanglements. They can straight
jacket an enterprise, destroy its maneuverability, damage"its
chances for survival in the marketplace, and thus harm the
ideals for which the car sharing club exists.
The nonprofit corporate form offers few unique advantages
to a market-based mutual-benefit enterprise.

The democratic, consumer-owned cooperative is the most
choice for common car sharing organizations. It closely
realizes the simple idea of owning and sharing a car
together.
Democratically elected and representati!,e co-ops are great
for ensuring local ownership and control. They do not exist
to serve distant stockholders or to meet the objectives of a
distant governmental agency. They have the potential to be
very responsiv~ to local needs. An exception to this rule
could be the influence of lenders and insurance providers
over the cooperative.

The Car Sharer's Companion
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Another advantage is that member proprietorship can
separate the car sharing organization from a run-of-the-mill
short-term car rental. Member ownership results in
dedicated and loyal long-term customers. It will reduce
customer payment delinquency. Meanwhile, people trash
rental cars because the cars are not theirs. Once they turn in
the rental car keys, they are no longer associated with that
car or other users. Dedicated members of a cooperative,
share a respect and trust that reduce operational ov.erhead.
For instance, you can create a foster parent program, by
which a member adopts one of the fleet vehicles. The
members feel proprietary and loyal toward the operation.

The precedents of official Car Sharing Organi~tion (CSO)
status favor a network of neighborhood-size· groups whose
rates and policies get vo~ed on in "Member Forums". A
CSO is a car sharing club that meets international standards
for service quality and ecological soundness, including: a
fleet to member ratio of 1 car per 10 users; a fleet of
environmentally sound, cost efficient vehicles; prices
structur~d so that the operation functions as a supplement to
transit, walking, and bicycling; prices structured so that
members have incentive to drive less; a minimum rental
time for ~ach individual at one hour. Moreover, members

. must have the right to participate in organizational business
decisions.

'Co-op membership does not have to mean more hassle:

Membership Case Study: the PSU Bookstore
The Portland State Bookstore Co-op shows that the
privileges ofmembership in a cooperative need not come
with greater hassles and responsibilities. _ Members have
the invitation to attend and participate in the annual
meeting in February, and a right to be heard regarding the
policies and future ofthe operation. However, there is no
obligation to actively participate. One can debate that the
prices ofbooks are still high, especially for non-members.
However, the PSU Bookstore shows that membership in a
co-op can be as hassle free as any other consumer
ex.perience.

CarShare Cascadia

A virtual corporation could emerge from the five newly
formed car co-ops along the Cascadia Corridor, providing
members access to mobility options throughout Cascadia.
Not meeting the international standards for participatory
member ownership might affect collaborative relationships
with car sharing organizations along the Cascadia Corridor.
Co-ops are baSed on the principle of cooperation with one
another. The co-op structure, in the case .of car sharing,
could foster more cooperation and trust than could 8: for
profit corporation.

Common Mistakes To Avoid
The most dangerous mistake a founder can make is to
idealize the cooperative. False expectations of these
organizations can lead to great frustration. Co-ops are made
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up of ordinary people with egos, differing opinions, and the
ability for comm~cative misunderstandings.
Moreover, co-ops cannot escape the laws of economics and
regulation that govern the mainstream business world. The
same type of economic constraints that affect the for-profit
corporation (see above) also push and pull on the
cooperative business. Poor service, high prices, low wages,
or informal seat-of-the-pants management still leads down.

"if, ten years ago, you would have asked me if co-ops were
the best way to serve {social-ecological idealsJ, I would
have said yes. But today there are private companies doing
the same thing. There are natural food stores that are non
co-ops that have just wonderful goals and that put us to
shame. .. There is a food co-op in New Hampshire that has
no social goals. Membership service is their drivingforce."

Co-op Case Studies: Voices ofthe Veterans

--Holly Jarvis, general manager at Food Front in Northwest
Portland.

"It would be a mistake to think that the Company is a
tyrannical structure devoted to exploit the poor consumers
in maximizing the profits ofits owners while thinking that
the Co-op is an ideal structure, democratic and flexible
that holds only advantages• ••
ft. '•• Taking this decision involves going far beyond a
simplistic ideological debate, it must be a pragmatic
decision on which might depend the achievements 'of the
environmental and social objectives that motivates you
interest in car-sharing• ...
ft• • • Choosing [the cooperative form] also involves
taking into account the tremendous personal sacrifices you
must accept, to establish and support the organization.'
ft• • • Choose a corporate form that will reduce the risk
that you suffer frustration and that you get discouraged
after awhile. "

"The success ofthe co-op is directly related to the amount of
up-front effort you put in {to carefully organize]. There is a
misplaced belief in collective representation as a cure-all.
Naivete leads to trouble. "
--Dr. Jim Cornelius, Agricultural Extension Economist,
Oregon State U.

Strategies for Successful Cooperatives
The most effective co-ops delegate power to a small elected
board that can reach decisions on goals and procedures.
Experience suggests that the most effective size of the
decision making board ranges between seven and thirteen
members. Keep the board small, tight-knit, and personal.

--Benoit Robert, founder ofthe AutoCom co-op in Quebec
City and the CommunAuto company in Montreal.

The Car Sharer's Companion
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Be sure the members involved know how to behave in a
democratic meeting,. so that the inability of board members
to communicate does not slow the group's decision making.
The use of professional advice, especially a capable
manager, has often been cited as a key to success. Whatever
its profit or non-for-profit purpose, a car sharing
organization is essentially a firm. Look for role models and
advisors from the business community. A good plqce to
start gathering knowledge is the Weekly Business Journal.
You also may want to plan your growth. How can you
adapt the organization for growth in membership? How can
you create a feedback mechanism that acts on members'
suggestions for service improvements and increased
selection?
.
The advantage of the cooperative is that it creates the
opportunity and incentive for loyal members to invest
themselves in the organization. If your co-op can
acknowledge its status as a member-owned, democratic,
environmentalist, business corporation, then it can
effectively serve the mission of car sharing.

Sun/c.isi, Ocean Spray, and Land O'Lakes arefarm ,
cooperatives. Yellow Cab is worker-owned. On the West
Coast, one-third ofall Californians are members of
cooperatives. The Pacific Northwest, especially the Puget
Sound region, is a center for some ofthe most successful
cooperatives in the country. REI, with 300,000 members is
the largest consumer cooperative in the United States.
Group Health Cooperative ofPuget Sound is the largest
HMO in the Northwest. It has nearlY 450,000 members
and is the 10th largest employer in Washington. '
In times ofeconomic hardship or uncertainty about the
future, such as the late 1800's or the 1930's, more people
have become interested in cooperatives. The most recent
surge ofco-ops, originating from social upheaval in the
1960's, are giving way once again to practical, business
'minded co-ops. Whether Americans can share cars
remains to be proven. One thing is true: ifwe can share
our cars, we can share just about anything. Says a former
Eugene, Oregon car co-op founder: "1 don't have
anything to do with car co~ops anymore. 1 just don't think
the species has evolved in America. People would rather
share their wives than they would their cars. This is the
land of 'My Own'. Andyou know what a pain cars are
any!"ay. "

Case Study: Are Americans too individualistic to share?
There is evidence that, despite'our reputation, Americans,
just like anyone else, are able to recognize the benefits of
enlightened self-interest and cooperation. In the United
States today, some 50,000 cooperatives serve over 40
million households. Companies like SunMaid Raisins,
,

,
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1-6 Incorporate Your Organization.
This section will provide you with the information and the
motivation to formally incorporate as a business. The
process is exciting: you are creating something new!

management skills. Competent management is a key factor
in the success or failure of car co-ops.
Finally, incorporate for durability. Membership may
change, individual managers may leave, and crises may
occur, but the corporation can outlast them in "perpetual
existence".

Why Incorporate?
There are a number of reasons why even the smallest,
closest group that shares a vehicle should acquire an official
legal charter and structure. The most immediate reason is to
protect its members from vehicle-related liability. A
registered legal name, purpose, and organization .is the key
to gaining limited liability under the law.
Moreover, the Articles of Incorporation are a constitution:
they provide an opportunity to determine in writing the
enterprise's mission and organizational structure. The most
effective enterprises, including non-for-profit community
services, adopt the management methods of successful
businesses. Car sharing organizations in particular are
economic enterprises that must have carefully managed
tleets and finances, in addition to offering a quick, reliable·
service.
You also incorporate to be taken seriously. Articles of
incorporation and bylaws are the foundation for earning the
confidence of potential lenders, dues-paying members, and
insurance providers. A formal corporation will also be more
likely attract and keep quality staff with professional

Steps to Incorporation
1. Register your business name with the Oregon Secretary
of State as soon as 'possible in order to protect it and your
organization. Just like with liability coverage, be safe!
2. Send for the state's requirements for incorporation. Find
an attorney who is current on Oregon cooperative law and ,
an accountant who can help get the books set up. Choose
professionals that are familiar with the type of corporation
that you are forming, and that are comfortable working with
a group that wants to do as much of its own work as
possible. However, run any significant decision you make
by a professional. Have him or her review your papers
befor~ you submit them to state or federal agencies.
.
.
3. Submit your Articles of Incorporation to the state, and
then adopt by-laws. File your Articles of incorporation with
Secretary of State in Oregon to receive certificate of
incorporation. Let the Articles be a general statement of
purpose, and save the specifics of the operation for the
bylaws. File the state certificate of incorporation with the
Multnomah county recorder of deeds.

The Car Sharer's Companion
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4. Find as much information as possible about starting and'
operating a successful, small to mid-sized business. The
Small Business Administration office Downtown offers a
"Small Business Checklist" and a resource guide to
pUblications. The Weekly Business Journal is helpful, too.
5. Obtain business licenses and other local permits. Contact
the local governinent before you start doing business.
6. Obtain a fed tax ID # from the IRS. Forms are available
free from IRS office in the Federal Building. Co-ops use the
Form #SS-4.
7. Learn from the pioneers. The legal trailblazing for such
an effort has been completed by the Eugene Car Co-op.
They have available the Eugene Car 'Co-op Start-up Kit,
which includes examples of Articles, Bylaws, and
.membership agreements that work under Oregon
Cooperative Law. They will help a serious start-up co-op.

CarShare Cascadia
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"Why would I want to join a car sharing organization when I can buy or rent a car?"

Most of us tend to take the form of transportation that we find personally most advantageous.
Marketing a service on its social benefits alone may win over a few environmental activists, but
it will not attract a broader base of consumers. The following pages will provide you with
strategies for appealing to a large number of people.
Car sharing thrives by reconciling personal travel behavior and sound community policies. By
. serving residents, it reinforces the local economy, society, and environment. The goal' is to
generate a pattern of environmentally healthy individual lifestyle choices in the marketplace that
repeats itself at the regional scale of development. Successful car sharing is ecopreneurial--a
private enterprise with a community development vision.
To pioneer a successful mobility sharing business, you want to be able to offer a service that
makes the ecologically sound choice into the most attractive personal choice:

2-1 Prove That Car Sharers Save Money
2-2 Offer Convenience, Safety, Reliability, And Freedom
2-3 Craft An Image Of Style, Status, Comfort And Fun
2-4 Bank On Your Ecological, Member-Owned Identity.
2-5 Conduct A Neighborhood Market Survey
2-6 Wage A Strategic Marketing Campaign

The Car Sharer's Companion
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2-1 Prove That Cat Sharers Save Money.
Does car sharing really save money?
This is the $64,000 Que&tion. You will want to be able
to answer it confidently in the affirmative, because
people are going to ask.

It might seem intuitive that car sharing holds substantial
economic advantages over private ownership, but you
must be able to make your case with a rigorous cost
comparison. Show the comparative price advantage of
car sharing over private auto ownership and renting.
Moreover, be thorough and compare all of the urban
transportation alternatives, including bicycling, transit,
and used and leased cars.
Research and analysis of traveling costs can be difficult
and frustrating. A comparison model that covers all of
the cost categories takes time to develop. It is unlikely
that you will find comprehensive cost data on anyone of
alternatives in one place or form.

Evidence from Europe
Automobil Revue Katalog 95 lists the fixed expense of
an Opel Astra Caravan at the equivalent of$5, 840. If a
Swiss Opel owner drives 6,200 miles (10,000 km) in a
year, he or she spends, on average, $7,920 a year to own
and operate the vehicle.

CarShare Cascadia

In Europe, car sharing is attractive to people who do not
need a car to commute to work every day, and therefore
drive less than 12,000 kilometers (7,400 miles) per year.
Research from Switzerland indicates that car sharers cut
their driving by somewhere between fifty and sixty-five
percent.
In the United States,. AAA estimates the cost of owning
and driving a Ford Escort 15,000 miles is $5,400 per
year. If depreciation costs and operating costs were
adjusted to reflect driving 7,500 miles, the Ford Escort
would cost roughly $3,800 per year to operate. Mid
sized models such as the Taurus, which are more
comparable to the Opel Caravan, will cost more than the
Escort. However, the Escort is the star of the next part...

The Cost Comparison Model
To speed you along, we created a model and ran a cost
comparison, shown below. Below is an explanation of
methods of data collection and analysis, as well as
assumptions, for each travel mode. While our model
produced actual results, it would be wise to interpret our
run at them as rough approximations--a first run at a
full-fledged cost feasibility study. -Improve on our
methods in your run!
The CarShare Cascadia Cost Comparison® model
applies four categories of costs to compare the ten
alternative ways of getting around the Portland are~:
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Cost Categories

Transportation Alternatives

The four cost categories include:

There are about ten transportation alternatives:

A. Operating Costs include the cost per mile driven of
gasoline and oil, maintenance (including tune-ups and
repairs), and tires, and parking charges.

1. Just walk. We estimated the full depreciation in a
year of a $70 pair of deluxe walking shoes. From this
figure we subtracted a symbolic $35 guess-estimate
representing greater health and well-being. Walking is
such a deal! Billy Joel was right: a pair of sneakers
DOES give you more mileage than a Cadillac.

B. Ownership Costs are fixed costs incurred even if
you never turn the ignition key. These include, license
and registration fees, property taxes, debt interest
finance charges, and insurance. Insurance costs include
premiums of property damage and liability,
comprehensive and collision policies. They also include
depreciation, which is the difference between purchase
price and projected trade-in value. For yearly
depreciation costs, divide the price difference by the
number of years the vehicle is owned.
C. Organizational Costs are specific to car sharing
operations: staff salaries, book-keeping, computer
reservations, and office equipment.
D. Other Costs includes a year of transit passes, and
depreciation cost adjustments for lower-than-average
miles driven.

2. Just bicycle. OUr costs are based on a hypothetical
four year depreciation of an $800 bicycle to $400, as
well as a $150 per year maintenance and operations cost.
3. Depend on transit. The year's cost is twelve $42
monthly passes aboard Portland's Tri-Met. We included
a $5 "Bikes Aboard Transit" pass for cyclists.

4. Own and operate a new car. In 1995, the American
Automobile Association (AAA) estimated the average
cost of owning and operating a new Ford Escort in the
United States for one year, based on a four-year/60,000
mile ~etention cycle.
A Ford Escort serves as a convenient model for
comparison between owning, renting, and car sharing
because car sharing fleets usually consist of efficient,
practical base model cars. Whether or not your car
sharing fleet happens to include the hoary little Ford
Escort is a matter for your decision making board.

The Car Sharer's Companion
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The AAA break-down of the ownership and operating
costs provided an excellent base on which to build a
comparison. Although the AAA least-use scenario was
the motorist driving 15,000 miles a year, we reduced the
number of miles th~ car owning motorist drives in a year
to 5,000 miles.
The reason for !his is that car sharing is potentially
attractive o~ly for people who already drive infrequently
--around 5,000 miles or less per year. These are people'
who regularly use transit and who do not need a car in
the driveway every day. Or, perhaps these 'are couples
who do not need to have a second car in the driveway.
Perhaps it is a business with trip-making employees.
Whatever the reason, we reduced the miles driven per
year to 5,000.
When we cut the mileage by·two-thirds, we cut the
given AAA Operating Costs by two thirds, to $405 per
year. To estimate theteduced Ownership costs for
driving only 5,000 miles, we subtracted $1,282 from the
15,000 m~le Ownership depreciation costs. This figure
was derived by interpolating from differences in given
depreciation costs for driving 10,000, 15,000, and
20,000 miles per year. Insurance costs remained
constant as provided by AAA. We adjusted the license
fees to represent Oregon specifically.
5. Own and operate a used car. At first we tried to
estimate the Ownership Costs of owning a used Ford
Escort by interpreting a mileage-based depreciation table
in the Kelley Blue Book. However, the cost of used cars

vary wildly depending on the age and condition of the
vehicle. Finally, we settled on the Sixty-Six Rule:
depreciation cost of a decent, several-year-old car will
be roughly 66% of that of a new car. Therefore, both the
used car depreciation costs and the low-mileage
discounts are 66% the size of the parallel depreciation
costs and discounts for a new car. Likewise, vehicle
insurance rates and finance payments were estimated at
66% of the new car. However, vehicle operation costs
were, in total, guess-estimated to be 66% higher than
those of the new car. Nobody is trying to build a moon
rocket, here! We are only coming up with a ball-park
estimate, one close enough to make our point ...
6. Lease a car. Damerow Ford will lease a base model
Ford Escort for $170 per month as long as one drives
15,000 miles or less during the year. Damerow will
cover all other costs except gas and bodily injury
insurance.
7. Rent new cars and ride transit. Budget Car Rental
offers a $27 per day rate on Sunday. However, there
are long term membership discounts, and a person can
get one day free for every five days rented, and one
week free for every five free days. If the user reserves
several days in advance, the price drops more.
We created a scenario of renting a car for personal use
once per week, based on the lifestyle of an economics
professor at Portland State. In a year, Dr. Mildner gets
ten days free (one free day for every five), plus two
weeks of driving free (one free week of driving for every

CarShare Cascadia
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five free days). Given a 10% corporate discount rate of
$24, Dr. Mildner pays a total of $960 for 40 paid days of
renting renting 50 times in a year, plus two weeks free.

would be 2,500 per member, or 25,000 miles. Total
depreciation, based on AAA estimates for 25,000 miles
'Would be $4,026, or $403 per member.

Dr. Mildner l::mys monthly bus passes. Dr. Mildner
estimates that he saves $1,500 per year through renting
rather than owning the Ford Taurus. Our model
predicted that he would save $854 dollars by renting
rather than owning a Ford Escort.

The most difficult estimatio~ for the car sharing option
was the Organizational Costs. Based on the experience
of the Quebec co-op founder finally being able to live on
his salary after attracting 150 members, we estimated
that 150 members would support a single staff person
salary of $25,000 and further administrative and non
vehicle capital costs of another $50,000 per year.
Bureaucracy would then cost members $500 yearly.

8. Rent used cars and ride transit. There are several
used rental companies in town that rent used F o~d
Escorts. Their rates did not seem to reflect the true
lower cost of used vehicles. In Salem, for instance,
there is a used car rental that rents for only $15 dollars a
day. We applied the 66% rule to used car rentals: that
used vehicle rates and vehicle-specific insurance costs
will be only 66% of that of new vehicles.
9 and 10. Share a new or used car and ride transit.
In a car sharing club, one Ford Escort would serve ten
people. Therefore, depreciation and insurance costs in
our model are equal to total vehicle costs divided by ten.
In estimating the difference between clubs that purchase
new cars and clubs that purchased used cars, we used
our Sixty-Six Rule from the used car option.
According to the 5,000-member ATG car sharing club in
Switzerland, fonner auto owners drive less than half as
much as they did before switching to the car co-op. To
be conservative and nice to the competition, we only cut
the mileage by half. Total mileage for the single vehicle

11. Own a professional basketball franchise and
commute in a $22M, tilt-wing V-22 Osprey. The Paul
Allen Category. CarShare Cascadia still prefers
sneakers.

Results of the Cost Comparison Example
The encouraging news is shown on the table on the next
page. Where possible, we made our assumptions and
estim~tes that benefit comparative advantage 9f the
competitors of car sharing. Nevertheless, car sharing
appears to be the least expensive driving option. The
analysis is a guess-estimated answer to the $64,000
dollar question that heads this section, to be sure.
However, our methods do establish a beach head for
your more rigorous, presentable cost comparison.
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Cost Comparison iYlatrix: Ten Mobility Alternatives

Sharing
Walk

Variable s

Bike

Bus

:Sharlng
'New,

Renting
Used

Used
2500

Distance per Year in Miles
Number of Days (Paid) Rented
Daily Rental Rate ($)

"

. 2500

-,

40
16 "

Gas and Oil ( $OAR per mile)
Maintenance ($0.024 per mile)
Total

.1~O

0
0

0
150

0
0

. "f65

0

150

0

-j~6

",

Leasing
New

Owning
New

5000

5000

40
24

.

,

./ ., t20

0

Renting
N'ew

5000

..
.

Operating~
Cost i

Owning
Used

o .:.. , ,'83
o "':~:::;;'!:'203,

240
0

240
165

514

0
0
0

240

405

113
213
410
38
1740
0

161
304
410
5
0
972

0
0
410
10
0
2160

161
304
410
10
2636
545

2514

1852

2580

4066

0
0
0

0
0
0

240
274

y

.

Ownershipt
Cost i

OrganizationI
Costsi

Comprehensive rnsurance
Coli ision InSlIrancc
Personal/Property Insurance
License & Registration/4 Years
Depreciation
Financing or Rental Charge
Total
Operations and Administrative
Car Sharing Staff wages
Total

::1l

0

0
0
0
0
70
0

0
0
0
0
100
0

0
0
0
0

266
" ' .36

70

100

0

41t)':

0
0

0
0

0
0

:.' ':i33.

0

0

' 0

0

,"

40

''41

.: J

',fpi
SOO

)2

113
.,61:
213
:,41
410
5' ", ':' >~,
0,
4~3,

t~:~'tW~
. '~";~~;:~ ':;~3i

0
0':

:",,>1'61

0
0

0"

\·;:SOO

0

0
0
0

S,.t6'

-846
0

0
516

0
0

-1282
0

1897 ::' '" '1956

2182

2368

2820

3189

":';1"

"

Other
Costsi
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Depreciation for + 1- Mileage
Year's Monthly Transit Passes
Total Cost Per Year

-35
0

0
0

35

250

97

0
509

.:Si6

509·'

.1859

'

,;_

'

o:"" ':<'l$~'
516 ' ..:
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2-2 Offer Convenience, Safety, Reliability,
And Freedom.
The previous page compares the dollar cost of owning
and operating a new Ford Escort, estimated by the AAA,
and the cost of riding transit according to Tri-Met. Even
a small new car costs on average more than four
thousand dollars yearly to own and operate--nearly ten
times the cost of transit. Yet, nearly ten times as many
people drive to work as take transit. Other factors
besides cost must dominate the travel mode decision!

Convenience
More people drive because the private automobile
provides convenient travel: it is quick, easy,
comfortable and accessible. Moreover, the personal
automobile represents freedom. It provides the
autonomy to go whenever, wherever, and however your
want.
To be competitive, car sharing must offer much of the
same. Focus always on making the service fast, easy,'
and convenient in order to draw and keep satisfied
members. Saved maintenance and cleaning hassles, and
a simple monthly mailed user fee are important
conveniences. However, for most people, trayel
convenience is the bottom line.
Focus on making reservations and usage easy. Allow
members to reserve by phone and use vehicles 24 hours

daily, even during dangerous inclement weather. Give
the maximum autonomy to merrlbers. Let them be their
own judges about the appropriate times and places to use
what are, essentially, their vehicles.
Reserving a vehicle should be a short one or two minute
phone call. When members call to reserve, all they need
to know is whether the desired car is free. All the co-op
needs to know is which vehicle members want and when
they want to pick it up and return it.
Getting to a vehicle should be short, easy, and pleasant.
Locate vehicles at designated spots near and accessible
to member residences. Focus on neighborhoods with the
largest number of people who live near one another so
that each vehicle will conveniently serve the most
people nearby. That way you will not have a car in one
neighborhood, and people who want to use it living in
another part of the city. Use the "Ten Members within
Ten Minutes" rule: locate in a neighborhood where a
single co-op car can be within a ten minute walk, bike
ride, or bus ride often members. The 24 hour "car on
call" stationed nearby in the neighborhood holds the
convenience advantage over the rental car reservations
ordeal: and is also within close range ofprivate cars.
. Car sharing an accessible transit system supplement one
another. The neighborhood that offers excellent transit,
bicycling, and walking access to the amenities of urban
life has a large potential car sharing market. More
people there do not own cars or perhaps already drive
only a few thousand miles per year.
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Such a car sharing-prone distriet has:
1. An interconnected, grid-like street system with
many routes
2. Close by work, schools, services, and shopping
opportunities
. 3. Continuous sidewalks that are buffered from
moving traffic .
4. Topography suitable for walking and bicycHp.g
5. Human scale development pattern with density
and small lots
6. Street-facing bUildings along the sidewalks
7. Transit stops that are accessible on foot
In the ideal car sharing neighborhood, it must be
expensive and difficult to drive, maintain, and park a
car. Residents there find that the occasional driving
privileges of car ownership are barely worth tolerating
its inconveniences. Residents already favor alternative
ways of getting around: transit, bicycling, and walking.
For instance, potential residents of apartment buildings
Downtown without on-site parking pay around $95 a
month to park. Find concentrations of such residences,
and target these areas for potential candidates for a car
cooperative service.

Neighborhood Case Study: Northwest Portland
"I had to move away from myoid neighborhood
because ofthe lack ofparking, says Karen, an
administrative assistant at Metro's Data Resource
Center. I lived in the Northwest around 19th and
Johnson and it too~ an average of15 to 20 minutes to
find a parking space up there. It was terrible.
Anythingfrom Burnside to Lovejoy, between 19th and
24th is a [parking] nightmare." Karen's problem is
not u~usual In a recent opinion survey sponsored by
Tri-Met, residents ofNorthwest were asked to name the
top problems in Northwest. Fifty-two percent ofthem
named parking as, the single worst problem. Traffic
congestion was a distant second with 18% ofthe vote,
and crime had 12% ofthe vote. Northwest is also the
. most difficult neighborhood in which to drive. The
neighborhood has six ofthe twelve most hazardous
intersections, based on the rate ofaccidents for vehicle
volume. According to the Northwest Neighbor, "It's
the intense mixture ofpedestrians and vehicles that
results in proportionally more accidents in Northwest
Portland. In fact vehicles actually travel more slowly
on many streets here than in more automobile-oriented
neighborhoods. " (Northwest Neighbor, March 1996).
The Hawthorne area ofSo.utheast Portland is
beginning to experience similar woes, according to the
Southeast Examiner.
According to the Census Bureau, a greater percentage
ofthe population in Northwest District Association
walks, bicycles, and rides transit. In 1990, more than
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20% ofthis population and that of Goose Ho~low to the
south walked to work, as opposed to about 3% ofthe
population ofPortland in general. Forty percent oftile
neighborhood households did not even own a vehicle
in 1990. The problem for drivers is tha( Northwest,
Goose Hollow, the UIl;versity District, and the
neighboring part ofDowntown Portland together have
one ofthe highest population densities on the West
Coast (see map below). Vehicles stationed here would
be in walking distance ofmany member.

Many residents who live there like to be able to drive
when they need, butfind that thefreedom hardly worth
tile cost and hassle ofowning a car. If a car co-op can
offer reserved parking in sucll a congested district, it
could gain a competitive edge over. auto ownershijJ
Moreover, its large percentage of ulliversity students,
professionals, and artists matches tile popUlation
characteristics ofstart-up neighborhoods ill Europe,
Quebec, and Eugene. Downtown- Northwest is ideally
suitedfor a car sharing operatioll.

() h) 3 residents
4 to 9 reSidents
10 tu19re$idl;'f1l'i
20 to 42 residenl"
42 La 144 reSIdents

nodat..
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Besides dense neighborhoods, individual housing
complexes can also be great sources of members within
a short distance of one another. The housing property
could also provide a shared car lot on site. Therefore,
one strategy would be to identify housing complexes
exhibiting the potential for synergy between dense
housing land use and car sharing. There are numerous
large housing pr.ojects in Portland--some are co-op
housing projects.

Case Study: The Eugene Car Co-op as a housing
developer
"1 am very interested in the land use-transportation
connection, " explains Greg Bryant, ofthe Eugene Car
Co-op. Bryant and co-founder Danielle Janes have
created a non-profit land trust that develops affordable
housing in the local University district.
,The Eugene Car Co-op recognized that vast parking
lots undermine the compact, mixed-use, attractive
development that so vital to transit, cycling, and
walking. Even as they inconvenience the community,
parking lots encourage automobile usage.
So the Eugene Car Co-op decided to play an active
role in leveling, the regulatory playing fie.ld for
alternative travel and compact land uses.
The team championed an exemption in the new
Eugene land use code that eliminates the standard

Market

minimum parking requirementsfor certain new
housing developments. According to Danielle Janes,
"If a developer ofapartments wants to not build
parking and have his/her tenants not own caTS, they
will be able to just have an agreement for that purpose,
like the 'no pets'policy." For such 'developments, the
City ofEugene waves 90% ofthe usual parking
requirement.
The Eugene Car Co-op's timing was fortunate, in that
they caught the city during a major zoning code
rewrite, and quietly proposed a little zoning exemption
as a safe, small, "simple thing, " threatening to no
potential ~nemies. Finding no opposition to the
innocuous, beneficial zone change, the City ofEugene
incorp,orated the exemption into the new code. As a
result, builders in Eugene may now limit on-site
parking to one spot per ten residents, given that the
spots are dedicated to "shared car" parking. This
exemption is innovative, and unique-probably the first
ofits kind in the United States.
Moreover, the Eugene Car Co-op transcended its
narrow service role. Its land trUst is, a community
development-oriented housing developer. Having
attained a loan, the group will build housing that takes
advantage ofthe Co-op sponsored parking exemption.
By taking part in the political decision making process
and the physical land development process, the Eugene
Car Co-op is guaranteeing a 'built-in-house' market
for car sharing.

CarShare Cascadia
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One last strategy for unbeatable convenience: offer a
variety of mobility options. The natural advantage of a
shared fleet is that it can offer access to several vehicle
types. If the car sharing organization can offer on
demand the driving rights to pickups, passenger vans, .
and sedans as well as compacts, it has created a unique
modem convenience.
.

vehicles with best-in-class crash safety records. Yearly
reports are available in Consumer Reports magazine.
Make members feel well-provided-for. Install safety
equipment in the vehicles, from tool and first aid kits to
. safety blankets and child seats.
Reliability

Safety
If possible, focus car sharing in neighborhoods and
districts with relatively low vehicle-related crime rates.
Visit the Police Bureau Planning department and ask for
latest annual reports on vehicle-related crime by
neighborhood (Police Bureau). Well-lit public streets
with a high level of use and pedestrian traffic have more
"eyes on the street" than quiet residential side streets. If
-possible, station fleet vehicles near the watchful eyes of
I~ foster parent" car sharing members who can adopt and
informally monitor a vehicle.
Moreover, follow the lead of StattAuto and charge a
"moonshine rate". Encourage members to drive free to
their destination and wait until morning to return the car
to its designated spot, thus avoi<;ling a walk alone in the
dark. Research the possibility of other measures that can
prevent personal attacks.

Offer clean and reliable cars to car sharing members.
Keep the vehicles in excellent condition to minimize
breakdowns. Have your vehicles maintained at
extremely high environmental and safety standards.
Publicize this achievement. _
Stop-and-go central city driving is hard on vehicles.
U sing the same incentives for members that encourage
them to improve their driving safety skills, encourage
them to learn how to take it easier on the vehicles while
driving.
Finally, minimize failed reservations caused by demand
overload for borrowing vehicles.

Establish a reputation for safety. Encourage constant
self-improvement and education in members. Purchase
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2-3 Craft An Image Of Style, Status,
Comfort And Fun.
Like it or not, our transportation behavior is often
affected by concern for oUr personal image. What we
do, wear, eat, and drive makes a statement about who we
are.
Therefore, craft the corporate image of a club filled with
dynamic, forward-thinking folks ... people who have
the privilege of driving a variety of sporty and friendly
cars; who are flexible and independent enough to be able
to walk, bicycle, and ride transit; and, who are like
minded, share contacts, and have fun together.

J
An Exclusive Club
How could joint ownership confer status, currently a
component of private ownership? Rather than
emphasize sharing as an alternative to auto ownership,
leverage its image with precedents for high status
collective ownership such as golf, condo, or work-out
gym clubs. Draw on the soccer or crew club. Advertise
that the privileged member leads an ultra-modern
lifestyle, with various vehicle models at his or her
disposal. Take a lesson from Marlboro Man: associate
positive images with the use of your services.
Remember that the richest man in the Portland metro
area peddles shoes in a multi-media center.

........
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An Attractive Fleet
Toward this end, realize that, like that of UPS, your
vehicle fleet determines your image. Choose sporty,
popular, friendly little cars like Honda Civic and Geo
Metro. Be aware that Ford Aspire and Hyundai
hatchback are ugly little duckies. Keep as private
looking a fleet of cars as possible, with only a small,
single visible car share club emblem. This is not pizza
delivery fleet, nor is it for Tri-Met field inspections. A
sterile, institutional fleet will carry a stigma.
You will probably run into activists who push for
alternative fuel vehicles. However, large trucks and
older cars cause most air pollution. Car sharing fleets
are made of small cars like the 1996 Honda Civic, which
already meets California's strict Year 2000 emissions
standards. Electric vehicles will give little
.
environmental improvement for the extra cost and
hassle.
.
The challenge of trailblazing a new pattern of ownership
and mobility that can carry connotations of freedom and
status is great enough without also trying to pioneer new
tastes in atomic toasters and Japanese "minimum
attribute vehicles". We advise leaving the golf carts at
Disneyland and the I8-hole green.
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2-4 Bank On Your Ecological, Member
Owned Identity.
Car sharing is a special kind ofbusiness. Its members
have ownership and influence over the service and its
policies. Moreover; it is not-for-profit, having a n10re
idealistic mission. If you can serve both the self
interests and the social beliefs of travelers, then it will
appeal to customer loyalty in this environmentally aware
era.

Banking On Co-op Advantages
If you are a co-~p, do not hide your cooperative identity
in the closet for fear of scaring away mainstream
business. Advertise your special identity to attract
business. The service is for members' benefit and for
their community--notjust for someonets profit can
generate a strong, loyal customer base. The longevity of

. members' commitment to belong to the club and make
use ofits service is one ofthe most important filctors in
the success ofcar sharing clubs.· For instance, ATG in
Switzerland, with over 5000 members in 1995, had not
lost one single member since its establishment seven
years earlier.

Banking On An Environmental Reputation
You can foster great public relations by doing good
things that enhance your image and role in the

community. Perhaps there is a leadership void in the
community for advocating for tougher auto emissions
and maintenance standards. Become a community
resource on safe, environmentally sound vehicles,
driving behavior, and regulations. .
Advertising the service on its environn1ental
contributions alone may not attract many customers.
However, the pure non-for-profit motive, the ecological
implications, as well as the democratic styIe are great for
public relations. They help people to discover that it just
makes more sense to travel lightly on the earth, as well
as on the wallet. .

2-5 Conduct A Neighborhood Market
Survey.
Survey the market potential of ~ promising
neighborhood. Do not rely on car co-op surveys done in
other regions or countries. The few known mobility
sharing surveys that have been conducted in the U.S.
pre-d~te 1985~ The only way to get a realistic estimate
of a neighborhood's potential is to survey.
What kind of people are generally attracted to car
sharing? Successful car co-ops in Germany and
Switzerland began in neighborhoods with a high
concentration well-educated environmentalists,
professionals, and artist-types.
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Consider neighborhoods with high density and
pedestrian amenities, and that are well-served by. transit.
Transit usage is one of the most significant factors that
ipcreases the likelihood ofjoining.
Having chosen a neighborhood that roughly ~eets the
demographic and transit-friendly criteria, develop a
market survey !hat can answer these questions:
What will be the amount of demand for the service at its
initiation?
What kinds of demographic groups are most likely to be
car sharers?
How will the introduction of your service alter the
mobility and accessibility choices that people make? In
one year? In two years?
Which kinds of trips will people want to use the service
for?
Find the likely ratio of weekday to weekend demand for
cars. Demand is likely to peak on weekends, car rental .
prices become more competitive, central city parking is
free, and more drivers take longer trips to the
countryside or between towns.

Market Survey Case Study: AutoCom in Quebec City

AutoCom chose to establish itself in a dense, pedestrian
oriented alternative n. neighborhood in central Quebec
City. A large number ofenvironmentalists, university
professors and students, and young projessionals lived
within its relatively small geographic area.
II

Within this promising neighborhood, AutoCom surveyed
the affect ofage, income, and other household
characteristics on the likelihood that an individual
would express interest in the opportunity to become a .
car sharer.
To gauge the long-term demand, respondents were
divided into four categories.: immediate adopters,
potential adopters (would consider adopting within 12
months ofa start-up), eventual adopters (would consider
adopting within 24 months), and non-adopters.
The car sharing founders were surprised by the results.
By subsequently changing their marketing strategies, the
group eventually became successful, has broken even,
and is now growing info other eastern Canadian cities.
Among their survey findings:
•

Respondents who did not own a car were far more
interested in adopting than were people who did
However, more than a third ofthe individuals who
owned a vehicle were potential eventual adopters.
The survey concluded that, although the likelihood
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for adoption was higher among non-auto owners,
one could expect a long term reduction in vehicle
use rates, because effict ofa car sharing club on trip
behavior will grow in the long-term.
•

•

Unlike auto ownership itself, the amount ofauto
usage in terms ofannual mileage driven by
respondents was not a statistically significant
indicator ofa person's propensity to adopt.

•

•

However, members ofthe local car pool program in
Quebec were no more likely to want to adopt the
service than other residents.

•

Reluctance to purchase or replace a vehicle was a
significant variable that increased the likelihood of
joining. It would also be good for people who have
cars that are about to die and don't want to have to
pay for a new one.

•

When the they analyzed the statistical significance
ofage, income, and other household characteristics
in the decision whether or not to 'become a car
sharer, they were to surprised and delighted to
discover that age, gender, and other factors had no
effict on the propensity to join:

A low-middle income range significantly increased
the likelihood ofjoining:
We noticed that the most interested
individuals are the ones whose households
have a net income ranging between
CAN$10, 000 and CAN$29, 000 ... These
results are very interesting as they
demonstrate that the service could target the
niche composed ofthe households whose
incomes are high enough to increase their
transportation expenses, but low enough to
make the purchase ofa car prohibitive.

•

expected savings on their bus pass increased the
likelihood ofjoining the car cooperative. .

Couples without children were more likely to join
than were couples with children. However, single
parents were more interested in the service than
were couples.

The absence ofa relationship between the age,
sex, and education level ofthe respondents is
positive because it enlarges the potential
targeted population.
The surprises that CommunAuto in Quebec received
from the survey results should be a lesson to start up
groups elsewhere: scope out the current, local market.

Respondents who used public transportation were
more interested in adopting than were others. Half
ofthe potential and eventual adopters said that .
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2-6 Wage A Strategic Marketing Campaign.
To be an effective marketing machine, conduct a
marketing campaign that targets the neighborhoods and
demographic groups that your market survey' reveals to
be most likely adopters.
Make your serv.ice visible to the kinds of members from
these most-likely groups that are optimum for the 'car
sharing operation.

~

\

j

\

For instance, an overly homogenous population can
create peak loads for particular vehicles. A car sharing
club heavily laden wit;h Portland State University
. students and professQrs risks a peak demand overload
during term breaks and summer vacation.
Diversity in membership can balance the loads over
time, given that different user groups have different
needs at different times. For instance, individuals will
want to rent cars on weekends. Meanwhile, businesses
would be more likely to rent to cars on weekdays.
People who work for large employers who have
emergencies, errands, or work-related trips to take care
of dUring the work day might find membership useful.
StattAuto in Germany offers 20% membership discounts
to businesses that agree to use vehicles only during the
weekdays.
Allow auto owners to join the club. Give them the
opportunity to reduce or eliminate their need for their
own auto. Give people the freedom to choose the

CarShare Cascadia

economical, efficient option. You can achieve your
objectives for economy, efficiency, and ecology by
appealing to a larger market on the basis that car sharing
is much cheaper than a second car.
You might consider offering discounted membership to
couples who join the co-op. That is, if a couple wants to
join, give them a "family discount". In deciding the size of
the couples ~iscount, the co-op may want to:
--Make the discount large enough for couples to maintain a
significarit price advantage over ownership of a private
auto;
--Keep the discount small enough to maintain the financial
health of the organization; and,
--Be reasonably fair to members who are single that do
not have family discounts; be careful not to overburden
singles unfairly
Try to attract a higher percentage of activ.e users, or
people who use the vehicles more than once a month.
There are certain demographic groups or types of
households that are more likely to be regular users.
Target neighborhoods and households who have
education and money to support a stable service.
Finally, find out what your targeted demographic group
reads and watches. Advertisements must be carefully
directed at the targeted neighborhoods and demographic
groups. Use the local press such as the Northwest

....•
..
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not waste your time with the national

Media Exposure Case Study: The Eugene Car Co-op
When the Eugene Car Co-op organizers began to get
calls from the national media, they were excited.
Magazines such as the New Age Journal and
newspapers like the New York Times published articles
about the start-up.
However, in the end, the national coverage did more
harm than good. First, the media created unrealistic
expectations, contributing to a feeling oflet-down
among activist circles. The effect rippled up,to
Portland, where car sharing enthusiasts assumed tit:at,
because ofrelative silence on the publicity front, the
Eugene Car Co-op hadfailed. Such: was not the case.
The Eugene Car Co-op had simply re-focused its
marketing back to Eugene.
When CarShare Cascadia told ourfriends in Eugene
about an interestedfree-lance journalist for E
Magazine, Eugene Car Co-op president Danielle Janes
warned, "Turn those people away andfocus on the
business." In Janes' experience, the national media is
a useless marketing tool, giving only a minimal
response: "The local media is much more important.
Know what your local market reads and watches. "
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The most obvious start-up cost for the car sharing venture is the enormous front-end expenditure
on automobiles. The most obvious institutional barrier to car sharing is the reluctance on the part
of the insurance agencies to cover liability. This chapter argues that the most sustainable solution
to these challenges lies in the pocketbooks of your members.

3..1 Fuel Your Own Enterprise With Membership Dues And User Fees
3-2 Screen Your Members For Credit Worthiness
3-3 Solve The Insurance Quandary Before Starting The Operation
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3-1 Fuel Your Own Enterprise With
Membership Dues And User Fees.
This section discusses the significant risk in accepting start
up monetary assistance from agencies or foundations.
While up-front costs are sizable, there are substantial
benefits to growing organically, with sustainable internal
sources of funds and enthusiasm.. Such growth allows the
venture and its members to remain focused on core
principles.
There is the temptation to search for some other entity like a
foundation or an agency to fund your growth. The search
for grants and funding is a natural inclination of a not-for
profit community benefit type organization. However, car
sharing depends on the local market.
.
Foundations or agencies with interests in the environment
and in transportation appear to be realistic prospects for
funding assistance. But start-up assistance often conies with
strings attached. Also, a significant time commitment is
required to write grant proposals, and follow up down the
road. Grant writing is an arduous process, and the rates of
acceptance are painfully low. Be aware of the time
commitment. The labor-intensive grants and funding create
a cycle of dependence on an outside source, diverting the
founders r attentions and loyalties away from the business of
marketing the service to a more sustainable source of
money: dues paying members.
The only successful car sharing organizations have been
those who grew slowly in the first years: a few members and

CarShare Cascadia

vehicles at a time. Sometimes beginning as a formal "pilot
project", the operations more often began between a few
friends and a used car. Heavy debt or funding dependence
never crept in to these organizations because ~ey funded
their own growth.
Should the leadership determine a willingness to accept the
risks of outside financing, it should be done only on the
following conditions:
1. The financial support is accepted for a limited term only,
for assistance with the significant start-up cost of vehicle
acquisition (to be discussed in the next section).
2. Conditional assistance c9nforms to the car sharing
organization's mission statement.
We'believe that the benefits of financial support can
outweigh the risks discussed on the previous page.
However, be sure assistance is accepted on a limited-term
basis, within a financial structure that assures your long
term self-sustainability through a growing membership base.

Grant Funding Case Study: The Northwest Pilot Project
Portland's Northwest Pilot Project operates two vans
offering transportation services for their poor and elderly
clientele. They receive a portion oftheir funding from Tri
Met (under their Volunteer Programs, Inc.), but must
therefore meet Americans with Disabilities Act wheelchair
lift requirements on their new vehicles. The cost of
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conversion is in the thousa"ds ofdollars, and the effect on
the vehicle is detrimentaL While NWPP as a social service
nonprofit would have trouble operating their vans without
such assistance, it comes at the price offlexibility and '
sometimes, efficiency ofoperation.

Membership-based,Funding Case Study: AutoCom
The car sharing group in Quebec City, Canada charges a
one-time initiation fee of$500. The following price
breakdown includes gasoline and insurance costs. All
costs are in Canadian dollars.
r

Hourly and Daily Rate
$1.20lhr Tuesday-Thursday Off-peak hours
$1.50lhr Friday-Monday Peak hours

Package A (>3500kmlyr) $350.00 annual subscription
$0.14 perkm
Package B (1500-3500 kmlyr)
$140.00 annual subscription
$0.21* per km
Package C «1500 kmlyr)
$35.00 annual subscription
$0.27*12/day 15/day
* Packages Band C km costs drop to $0.14 and $0.17,
respectively, after the initial 100 km

Mr. Robert has based his fees on the co-op's system
operating cost, and has adjusted prices according to
demand.

3-2 Screen Your Members For Credit
Worthiness.
The operation must cover its expenses and keep a little cash
in reserve for vehicle acquisitions or for unexpected
maintenance needs. A sound financial footing hinges on
members paying their fees in a timely manner.
Therefore, screen new members. Keep the application
process long. The Eugene car co-op, for instance,
recommends hour-long consultations with new members in
order to giye them ties to the co-op. Orient new members.
Make sure they are clear about what their responsibilities
and privileges are as members of the co-op. A sampling of
wise 'screening policies:
•

•

Refuse membership to anyone with a bad credit history.
Not only are such individuals statistically more likely to
not pay their bills, they will also wreck the vehicles
more often. Allow your co-op's insurance provider to
dictate the credit history thresholds for approval.
Screen out membership applicants with poor driving
records. Refuse membership to anyone with more than
2 accidents (regardless of fault) or moving traffic
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violations in past 3 years, or a definition being set by
what qualifies for the lowest rates with the insurance.
Request a damage deposit of at least several hundred
dollars from those with close-to-perfect credit histories
and / or less-than-perfect driving records.
Do not require a deposit from applicants with perfect
credit histories and driving records.
Ask if the applicant has a stable job history. .
Be sure of the applicant's ability to-incur new debt.
Total fixed expenses can be no more than 50% of their
take-home income.
Members should only be those who sign a contract
which states that a long-term commitment is required.
Start a several month long trial membershIp period after
which there is' a debriefing with the new member. Take
this opportunity to survey the member about the
performance of the service and his or her satisfaction
with it and suggestions for improvement. Make new
member orientation and debriefing a job priority for
staff.
Send out monthly statements quickly.
When preventative measures fail, respond with
aggressive follow-up on overdue accounts. Refuse
service to anyone who does not pay a monthly bill
within 30 days.

A vigorous application process will give the impression that
the operation is serious, professional, and that it protects its
members--and that it protects its insurance provider!
Members will likely prefer that the operation screen its
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applicants in order to add safety as well as the perception of
quality and exclusivity ,of the club.

Bad Debt Case Study: S. T.A.R.
Once upon a time, in the early 1980's, the largest car
sharing organization in the world operated in San
Francisco, California. $. T.A.R. (Short-Term Auto Rental)
Co. boasted 350 members and 60 vehicles. The company
became a shooting star, however, reporting'month-after
month oflosses until itfolded within two years.
The US Department of Transportation sponsored an
autopsy report. Its evaluation found that one ofthe
failures that contributed to STAR's demise was customer
non-payment. Management did not bother to run credit
checks on new applicants to the rental club, nor did it
vigorouslyfollow up on non-paying accounts. Credit
checking procedures would have saved up to $900 per
month, or 34% ofSTAR's total monthly loss. Rigorous
checking procedures were eventually instituted and
stopped the hemorrhaging, but to save STARfrom
bankruptcy. ~
Part ofSTAR's problem may have been its status as a
standard rental company. The -loyalty ofcar sharing
members should be higher in a cooperative, and therefore
lead to less abuse ofthe business and its vehicles.
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3.. 3 Resolve The ,Insurance Quandary Before
Starting The Operation.
Automobile insurance, along with capital funds, is likely to
be extremely troublesome. It can be frustrating that
institutions rather than the market limits your possibilities.
How you deal with this reality, however, will determine
whether or not you can get good coverage.

The Problem
The concept is so new and so unfamiliar to insurance
brokers that they generally dismiss it without further
thought. Of the several insurance agents approached during
. the CarShare Cascadia project, only one broker expressed,
any interest in seeking a policy that addressed the needs of
the effort (Jones interview, 1996). Even then, when the
request was shopped among her affiliates, not a single offer
was extended.
Further discussion with this insurance' agent revealed a
general industry discomfort regarding the concept of shared
vehicles. It was suggested that, instead of registering
vehicles as jointly owned among several members, a more
satisfactory practice would be to register them under the
umbrella car sharing organization. For this reason, the
carsharing 'organization should take care· to have followed
the steps outlined in Chapter Two before seriously seeking
answers to the insurance issue. The organization is likely to
be taken more seriously.

Possible Solutions
An argument to use with insurers is that members of car
sharing groups are loyal for years, and are more prone to
take care of the cars than users of rental cars. To start out, it
may be best to get an insurance policy with a set list of
users, so that the insurer knows who will be driving, and to
change the policy every time a new member is added. In
this way, the car sharing group can build a good reputation
with the insurer and eventually get a better, more permanent
solution.
The solution for AutoCom in Quebec took is that their
insurer charges the organization according to the number of
miles driven in the shared fleet of cars. In the United States,
S.T.A.R. in San Francisco operated in a similar fashion, a
factor that helped the company get off the ground and last as
long' as it did.
.
Better yet, StattAuto in Germany is now also a green bank
that insures its own members and funds its own capital
investments. As a bank, it provides low interest loans to car
sharing members and to ecologically-minded enterprises.
However, to reach this wonderful place, .the car sharing
organization must reach a critical mass of members..

Oregon Insurance Case Study: The Eugene Car Co-op
The University District in Eugene has a lot ofcollege
students who would he interested in car sharing. Asked
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about the Under 25 insurance problem:, Greg Bryant said,
"We struggled with that one. We wanted to do the right
thing. You want to have this servicefor people who need
it Perhaps, we thought, we could charge them the same
rate and spread the extra insurance cost over all the
members. There are a lot ofresponsible undergrads and
graduate students who have trouble getting access to a car.
We went to the insurance companies. Finally, we decided
to make the membership rates for Under 25 reflect the
higher insurance fees. You have to do what you have to do
to be make it successful-it does not do any good to be so
idealistic that the cooperative struggles. When it comes to
automobiles, in this country, you just kind ofhave to go
,along with what the insurance company says is the truth. "
Greg Bryant also emphasizes looking at,applicants' credit
history, repeating the ~mportance ofbeing as financially
straight-forward as possible. "You can'tfool around with
cars. You have to!J~ careful with cars."
The Eugene group provides more advice regarding
insurance. This is recorded in the Resource Guide section
ofthe Car Sharer's Companion•

..!." ~~
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Finally, you come to where the rubber meets the road; the operation. This chapter
will cover the basics of mobilizing and managing a fleet service: keeping the
optimum amount of vehicles for a given level of demand; holding prices so that
income is just above costs; and keeping driving more expensive than riding transit.
Concentrate on establishing a viable service first.
Lastly, we discuss the exciting future of mobility sharing in Portland and Cascadia.
Here is the last step, the long-term vision: look toward the day when metropolitan
transit leaders, activists, business people, and car share organizers from up and
down the Cascadia Corridor can create collaborative relationships between car
sharing, rental cars, transit, bicycling, inter-city rail: a new era of mobility.

4-1 Visualize Your Operation Ahead Of Time
4-2 Find The Optimum Fleet Size And Mix
4-3 Find The Optimum Pricing Structure
4-4 Coordinate With Other Transportation Providers
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4-1 Visualize Y~ur Operation Ahead Of Time.
Before you buy that first car, visualize the operation in
motion. Anticipate how a change in one detail of the system
will affect the rest. What will be the operating methods,
scenarios, and likely problems with operations, members,
and organizers?- Visualize how would the operation would
work in a specific Portland neighborhood. Where are cars
stationed in comparison to where members live?

•

When membership begins to overload the answering
machine, contract to an existing 24 hour scheduling
operation like a security service, taxi operations
manager, or a hotel desk.

•

When it appears that the operation has reached a critical
mass and is on its way toward long tet:m growth and
success, establish an automated, computer-based
interactive vehicle scheduling and reservations system to
create efficiency and cost effectiveness.

Twelve Usefid Tips
What follows is a series of examples of the type of advance
planning and consideration you want to make. Several of
them go into the details of the operation. This is the type of
forward thinking you may want to do:
o

Computerize your operations to save work. Save your
operation time on collating, bookkeeping, label-making,
reservations, use records, user accounts, and other.
duties. Save labor costs, save paper, save the Tongas,
and save time!

• - While the operation is small, give members a duplicated
set of car keys. As the co-op grows, weld a safety box
containi.ng a set of car keys on the vehicle itself.
Members can then access the box with a membership
key or i.d. card.
•

Place a set of user instructions on the cover of a binder
containing by-laws, member agreement, and in-car
documents: Keep a binder in each vehicle.

•

Before driving the vehicle, it will be to the user's
advantage to circle the vehicle and survey and report any
damaged or missing co-op property. The user have
incentive to do this to protect his or herself from any
potential liability .

•

Make it the users' responsibility to keep the vehicle
filled up with gasoline .. It will be the user's incentive,
upon entering the vehicle, to check the fuel level and act

.'

•

Build incrementally towar~ a sophisticated reservations
system as the operation grows. The Eugene Car Co-op
suggests starting up with an answ~ring machine. Users
dial the machine from outside phone units to play ba<?k
previous reservations and compare this with times of use
needed. Users then hang up and call a second time to
request the schedule time.

CarShare Cascadia
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accordingly. Pay for gasoline using a co-op gas card
that is stored in the glove compartment, sign the receipt
and place it in a receipt pouch in the glove compartment.
•

For members' and staff convenience, replace manual
logs with an on-board computer that tracks the time and
mileage taken.

Steps for small-fleet maintenance and repair:
•

•

Contract out to a trustworthy professional repair shop for
heavy vehicle maintenance and repair. Reimburse
members who nave a broken-down car towed or repaired
by the company on contract with the co-op. Make
contingency plans for when members break down out of
town. Count on a high frequency of repairs, due to the
difficult stop-and-go nature of city driving.
Once your co-op reaches a size at which doing general
light upkeep duties informally or through volunteers
begins to become a complicated hassle, contract out to a
car service center for minor repairs and tune-ups. The
time and hassle the co-op would spend doing minor
upkeep itself is not worth the money saved.

Vehicle Servicing
In order to minimize inconvenience to members, the
organization will want to take vehicles out of service for
maintenance during off-peak times.
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The simplest method would be to reserve the vehicle for a
set number of hours under the name of the co-op
organization, just ~s any member would schedule personal
use of the vehicle. Service disruption during car
appointments with the mechanic will sooner or later
necessitate the existence of reserve vehicles. However, for
no other reason is any member of staff or the organization
allowed to schedule free use of the cars, even for
organizational business. The incentive to use other means
of travel should apply even to the organization itself. This
rule will add credibility to the co-op in the eyes of its
members.
Contract out to expert companies. Do so for towing and
maintenance, and everything else but the exact service that
the co-op itself provides. Study the cost-effectiveness of
contracting out every aspect of the operation that is
peripheral to the primary services it provides to members.
Even consider leasing vehicles from either Budget or from
dealers. Leasing a vehicle rather than purchasing it outright
is becoming an increasingly common fleet management
technique. Typically there is a maximum yearly mileage
beyond which the lessee must pay a supplementary charge.
This is the critical issue of car share leasing: what is the
expected yearly mileage, and does this mileage render the
option of leasing impracticable? If not, advantages are
considerable: the venture is able to replace its vehicl~s on a
three- or four-year rotation, without ever having to purchase
. a vehicle outright. There are also significant tax advantages
to leasing.

The Car Sharer's Companion
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4-2 Find The Optimum Fleet Size And Mix.

Ii
I

I
i

I'

The size of the fleet will be important to manage and
control. Aim for the cars being used about 50% of each day.
The rule of thumb for car rental fleets in the past has been
thal the company breaks even when the vehicle is driven
around 1,100 miles per month--about 35 miles each day.

i;
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The best approach to fleet size management is to learn as
you grow, while drawing on the expertise from the existing
c<:lf sharing and rental industries. The Eugene Car Co-op is
trying to get a group of West Coast car sharing
organizations to pool together and purchase the fleet
management training software from StattAuto, the 4,000
member car co-op in Germany. In this section, we introduce
you to the issues and to potential strategies for fleet
management.

1,. .

I

~

~

Fleet Size Issues to Address
How many vehicles should be owned in the shared-fleet
enterprise? How much 'overflow demand is expected? What
revenue flow results? What are threshold sizes after which
the fleet operation achieves economies of scale?
Develop a set of service functions and determine the
demand for the level of each service. For example, the
expected delay in successfully reserving a desired vehicle
will depend on the number of customers who want the
vehicle during a given time period.

CarShare Cascadia

. Demand will vary with peak and off-peak price of fleet
services. Higher weekend usage can be controlled to some
extent by higher weekend prices. How can demand load be
. optimally smoothed between periods of high use and low
use (e.g., weekends versus weekdays)? Match the shared
car fleet weekly demand pattern to that of car rental fleets,
which sit idle on weekends. It would be worth checking
present day demand patterns for rental fleets. Create a
diverse membership base of weekend drivers and
businesses, so that use of the vehicles by one group balances
that of the other

Vehicle Mix
Appropriate vehicle choice is a key decision for the car
sharing venture. Successful enterprises have selected
subcompact hatchbacks as their basic utilitarian vehicle,
because ninety percent of all urban trips that people make
require two seats or less.
Successful car sharing operations have branched out from
the initial concentration on base vehicles to offer specialty
vehicles. Once it has reached the necessary critical mass,
the car sharing venture shOUld consider offering vehicles
that can satisfy a wider range of need. Such resources tend
to be concentrated in the most centrally located car sharing
lot, allowing reasonable access for all members. Vehicles
provided have included bicycles, work bicycles (three-
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wheelers with large baggage compartments), vans, pickups,
station wagons, and even buses.
The sky is the limit here: decision makers may decide to
broaden the services offered to include such items as boats,
vehicle racks, and any range of items that surveys reveal to
be in demand by members and that can be shown to offer a
reasonable r~turn on investment. Let membership
preferences guide the expansion of services offered.

4-3 Find The Optimum Pricing Structure.
What prices should be charged the user and how may they
be minimized?
How can the demand load be best smoothed by pricing
strategies between peak and off-peak usage periods?
What price structure encourages users to take the most
efficient travel mode?
Service deficiencies may occur simply because of too few
cars, but they are more likely to occur due to a load
imbalance, or peak demand periods that burden the entire
system. Such imbalances, if addressed through vehicle
purchase, translate into idle vehicle stock during all but a
few peak periods weekly. It represents an inefficient
provision of capital.

Variable pricing schemes are likely to alleviate these issues,
though tbey also make the car sharing venture less attractive
relative to private vehicle ownership and car rentals.
Respond to fluctuations in supply and demand with prices.
Variations by time of day are highly likely to occur. These
have been documented in several of the car sharing
references, most notably those produced to describe STAR.
Usage patterns are greatest in the afternoons, with evenings
and mornings also displaying significant vehicle use. As
might be expected, little vehicle usage occurs at night. If
the organization attempts to satisfy greater than 90% of
requests, and therefore must do so for ~e peak afternoon
period, with no other equalizing factors, a significant
underutilization of vehicles is likely to occur. For this
reason, a tiered set of usage fees modeled on the congestion
pricing concept makes economic and operational sense.
Afternoon users will be penalized relative to other times of
use. Nighttime users will have the smallest hourly fee.
Similarly, there are likely to be wide variations of use
according to the day of the week .. For this reason, the car
sharing organization is likely to need a tiered system
according to day of use, as well. Consider contracting to
rental agencies during peak demand periods, if needed.
Users will want to feel that they can get a vehicle when they
need one.
Finally, seasonal variation is likely in vehicle usage patterns.
While a tiered system is unlikely to address these demand
supply mismatches, it will nevertheless be important for the
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organization to recognize the likelihood, ~d to plan
accordingly.

4-4 Coordinate With Other Transportation
Providers.

Because the mission is to emphasize the most
environmentally friendly choice for trips, the venture must,
keep the cost of its primary service above that of transit. The
venture's leaders may decide that users of the less-efficient
modes of transport must subsidize transit passes for all
members, in an effort to ensure that members' first choice
for urban trips is the transit system. Such an internal cross
subsidization might come in the form of a slightly higher
temporal or mileage rate.

The is a reason why the discussion about potential
collaborative relationships with transit agencies and other
car sharing groups comes at the last section.

Pricing Case Study: S. T.A.R.
,STAR's efforts to maximize its competitiveness damaged
tlte venture's goal ofencouraging transit travel. With a
vehicle readily accessible only ten minutes away,fewer
residents would chose transit. The venture's leaders failed
to price their automobiles services in relation to transit
cost. Fully 30% ofhouseholds traveled less by transit
when offered the STAR vehicle option, while only 6%
reported traveling more by transit. Moreover, when the
company finally began raising its prices, there was a little
effect on demandfor its services: its prices had been
below what the market supported.

i

The Natural Progression ofa Car Sharing Operation:
Advice/rom the Eugene Car Co-op
Concentrate on making car using functions smoothly.
Then build the number ofstations you have. While you
can say you will make arrangements for inter-city cross
organizational car sharing, paying for taxis and trains
with a mobile card, workbikes, discounted bus passesfocus on getting the car using to work before all else. I
wish someone had told me that before I wasted my time
getting all the transportation information for members and
finding out about the other possibilities

Transit providers can be great allies once you ,can prove that
your business supplements theirs.

!

L

It is a long term goal. In the near term, there is an
organization, a mC:lrket, and a basic car sharing operation to
establish. 'Success at home will then naturally lead to
beneficial collaborative relationships ...

Transit Agencies

;

I
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How to mij,ke friends with Tri-Met, the lead transit agency
of the Portland metro area? Locate vehicles near transit
stations and important bus stops. Currently, Tri-Met's
favorite child is the West Side Light Rail line. Park-and-ride
transit stations are already under construction. Patti Fink,
the planner at Tri-Met with whom a car sharing operation
could collaborate, has expressed interest in the concept of
collaboration with a serious car sharing operation.
A collaboration could lead to car sharing member mobility
options such as discounted transit passes .. Discounts should
be negotiated on the basis of bulk purchasing and the
similarity of missions between the car sharing organization
and the transit provider. Transit agencies offer monthly
passes at half-rate for some groups ..

Car Rentals
Can car rentals really be your friends? How can car co-ops
and car rentals have compatible interests? However, as is
the case between car co-ops and transit, car renting and car
sharing can actually supplement one another. Despite the
zero-sum contest direct dollar cost comparisons like the one
we presented in Chapter 2 imply, the real world of
relationships is more complicated. If one sees the
transportation system as a sort of ecosystem of different
transportation options, p~ly competing and partly
collaborating, one's eyes are opened to the potential for
mutually beneficial relationships.

Regulatory Institutions
What the Eugene Car Co-op was able to obtain from the
new minimum parking requirements code of Eugene was
nothing less the a coup (see Chapter 2-2). By developing
good working relationships with the planning agency and by
presenting good arguments in advocating for a special
exception, the Eugene.Car Co-op is now able to develop
housing with a parking requirement reduction of ninety
percent.
What can the car sharing organization do to obtain a
favorable regulatory and institutional climate in which to
operate? It can work for laws auto licensing, driving
insurance standards, automobile ownership and use taxes
that will make it easier for the enterprise to compete with
automobile ownership. It can follow the Eugene route and
look for opportunities to create synergistic relationships
between high-density land uses and car sharing.
In any case, connect with local pedestrian, bicycling, and
transit advocacy organizations in pushing for reform at the
appropriate forums. Develop good working relationships
with agency planners and representatives:

Car Sharing Co-ops of Cascadia
Advocate for high-speed inter-city rail transportation along
the Cascadia Corridor. Currently, a transit trip between
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Portland and Eugene or Seattle takes one-and a half times as
long as it would in a personal vehicle.
It will be to the benefit of car sharing organizations up and
down the Corridor to build long-term.collaborative
relationships. For instance, the Eugene Car Co-op is
interested in pop ling resources to purchase fleet
management and training software from StattAuto sources
in Germany. The North American Car Sharing Association
can help coordinate the co-ops. Fleet purchasing discounts
might be possible if the organizations can coordinate their
automobile acquisitions. Finally, collaboration can facilitate
eventual cross-use of cars by members of the different car
sharing clubs.
.
Envision the day when an All-Cascadia travel pass or
"mobilcard" is available to members of the string of car
c~operatives along the Cascadia Corridor.

an isolated gap in the market, but as a part ofa larger
transportation network." ATG pioneered the pursuit ofan
alliance with transit agencies. He located a third ofall ATG
cars at transit stations and near streetcar or bus stops. Car
co-op members began making direct transfers to andfrom
transit. The public transit agencies were convinced. A
virtual corporation between driving, walking, and transit is
emerging. Mutually beneficial agreements between service
providers make it easy for users to transfer from driving to
walking and riding, and vice-versa. During the 1994 Earth
Day celebrations, A.TG and Swiss transit agencies formally
announced their alliance their services united into what they
presented as "the new mobility".
The judges ofthe Swiss ''Alternative Marketing Award"
were impressed with how Wagner pioneered the expansion
ofthe idea ofsharing a car together to save the environment
into an ind~stry that is also good deal {or its customers.
Wagner will tour Portland and the Northwest this summer.

Case Study ofthe "new mobility ":
Auto Teilet Genosenschaft (ATG)
Founded in Stans, Switzerland in 1987
1990: 200 members
1994: 2500 members
1996: 6000 members
In awarding the 1995 Swiss Alternative Marketing Award to
ATG founder Conrad Wagner, the judges "found it
important that Conrad Wagner never viewed car sharing as
• ...t;..
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The Car Sharing Resource Guide is a directory to more in-depth information about the
subjects discussed iri: Part I. The Resource Guide reveals the sources that inform the
advice and information given in the handbook chapters. Moreover, it provides a list of
potential car sharers-..the beginnings of a network in Portland.
CarShare Cascadia has organized the subject-by.. subj~ct resource directory to match the
of the four chapters covered in the Ignition Guide. For instance, the
infonnation resources that informed our discussion of market surveys in section 2..5 of
"Chapter 2: ... Market" in the handbook appear in a parallel section 2 ..2 in this resource
directory. For every subject, there is a bibliography of sources. Short annotations
indicate what aspect of a subject each source addresses.
s~bjects

For the most part section points you in the direction of informative resources about
each field of conceOl. -To actually investigate these resources, you can ,find them
uiscussed in alphabetical order in Section"II ofthe Resource Guide, the Annotated
Resource Bibliography.

The Car Sharer's 'Companion
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Janes, Danielle, President of Eugene Car Co-op;.-February
1996 written questionnaire answers.

The following pages present a subject-by'-subject inq.ex to
car sharing information sources. It also includes a list of
potential car sharers (see bottom of next page). However, it
begins with a "Top Ten" list of must-read sources ...

Jarvis, Holly, General Manager, Food Front--March 1996
interview.
Lafond, Michael, "Cooperative Transport: Berlin's
StattAuto {Instead of Cars)," RAIN, Summer 1994.

Prelude: The Top Ten
The resources below appear again and again, under
numerous subject headings, because they are informative
about a variety of the car sharing issues. We have listed the
best all-around resources here at the top for yo1.l,f
convenience. See the Annotated Resource Bibliography at
the end of the Car Sharer's Companion for further details:

Bryant, Greg and Janes, Danielle, Eugene Car Coop.erative,.
January 21, 1996 interview.

Switzerland Alternative Marketing Award qommittee, "A
Plaque of Honor for Conrad Wagner, AutoTeilet
Cooper~tive, Stans," Press Release, 1994.
Wagner, Conrad, and Katzev, Richard, "Car Sharing: More
Mobility, p,reservation of the Environment and Savings in
Your Pocket," press release, April 1996.

1. Resources on Starting an Organization

1-1 Establisbing a small start up group.
Cambridge Systematics, Inc., "Evaluation of the Short-Term
Auto Rental (STAR) Service in San Francisco, CA," 1985.
Eugene Car Co-op Start-up Kit Eugene Car Co-op,

~994.

From Short-Term Leasing to Car Sharing: Results from the
Market Study, AutoCom, 1991.
Honigsberg, Peter J., et. aI., We Own It: Starting and
Managing Cooperatives, 1991.

The first source that we have to offer on starting a group is
an a list of potential car sharers- in Portland as of March
1996. A current list of names will be available in the future
from Dr. Katzev of Public Policy Research:

Potential car sharers in Portland, Oregon
(individuals who have expressed interest in sharing cars)
Betts,. Kellyn--282-1252
Bissell, Mike --lamppost @ teleport.com
Brook, David--dbrook@aol.com
.......

CarShare Cascadia
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Clark, Graham--psuO 16~7@oaih.cc.. pdx.edu
Coleman, Heather-
Davis, Tom--psuO 1681@odin.cc.pdx.edu
Drake, Marion-- ?
Duh, Steve--psu00984@odin.cc.pdx.edu
Katzev, Richard--rkatzev@reed.edu
Karl, Joanna--797-1790
Lehto, Alan--psu03 7-12@odin.cc.pdx.edu
Strickland;Tracy--?
'
Rudman, Grant -- ?
Taylor, Josh --223-6455
Welsch, Alex-- ?
Winter, Caleb--caleb @lclark.edu
Franklin, Jason--psuOl159@odin.cc.pdx.edu
[Your Name Here?l

"cOgO," Mobility Partners/Access [a friendly West Coast

ridesharing and car sharzng start-up--good people to know]
Co-operative Auto Network (CAN), "Executive SUll1I)1ary,"
Vancouver, B.C., January 31 (draft) [afriendly West Coast

ridesharing and car sharing start-up--good people to know]
Eugene Cm: CO-OR Start-up Kit, Eugene Car Co-op, 1994.

[Steps to setting up a group ofcar sharers]
"Quartet starting networlc to pool cars, costs," Vancouver
Sun, February 2, -1996. [We write about it. They just do it.]

1-2 Determining the scope and scale of your car
sharing enterprise.

Car sharers in other cities in Cascadia and beyond:
Bradshaw, Cluis: Ottawa-... aa122@freenet.carleton.ca
Litman, Todd: Victorj.a-- litman@islandnet.com
Robert, Benoit: Quebec City..... fax(418)525-5258
Bryant, Greg: Eugene -.. 541 683-1504
Janes, Danielle: Eugene-- 541 683-1504
Axelsson, Tracey: Vancouver BC-- info@fraserbasin.bc.ca
Dauncey, Guy: Victoria-- gdauncey@islandnet.com
Fritzel, Anne: Victoria/Ontario-- 4(ijlfl @qlink.l ueensu.ca
Lamparter, Bernd: lamparter@pi4.informatikuni-mannheim

"Beyond Car-pooling," New Age Journal,
September/October 1994, p. 18.
Bryant, Greg and Janes, Danielle, Eugene Car Cooperative,
January 21, 1996 interview, February and March 1996
correspondence. [Pilot Project and Legal Preparations]
Cambridge Systematics, Inc, "Evaluation fo the Short-Term
Auto Rental (STAR) Service in San Francisco, CA,1t U.S.
Dept of Transportation 1985. [what happens when you start

Alternative Technology .Group--February 1996 meeting[Cflr

too large, too fast--evidence favoring small pilot projects]

sharing was the discussion topic ofthe' night, with Graham
Clark ofCarShare Cascadia presiding. The method worked
and six people expressed interest.]

"From Short-Term Leasing to Car Sharing: Results from
the Market Study," AutoCom, 1991. [a market survey

gauged the size ofpotential demand]
The Car Sharer's Companion
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Janes, Danielle, President 6fE~gene Car Co-op--February
1996 questionnaire answers {concentrale first on
establishing-a.smooth-running car-ope.ration on the small
scale]

1-4 Writing a mission statement.

I

II

II

~

Cooperative, Stans," rress Release, 1994. {Dedicated his
life...]

LaFond, Michael, "Cooperative Transport: Berlin's
StattAuto.(Instead of Cars)," RAIN, Summer 1994, Volume
XIV, Number 4; p. 2-7
-

Co-operative Auto Network (CAN), "Executive Summary,"
Vancouver, B.C., January 31 (draft mission;statement)

,1'

i;

"S,elf-S~rvice

Rent-A-Car," Popular Mechanics, October
1995, p. 24. {Renault-Citroen are proposing a~large scale
operation serving 100,000 people in Paris]

Cornelius, Jim, Agricultural ExtensiQn Economist, OSU-
March 1996 phone interview {speaks to importance ofgood
organizational planning]

1-3 Estimating your time commitment.

Cotterill, Ronald, Consumer Food Cooperatives, Interstate
Printers & Publishers, lnc., Danville, Illinois 1982., p. 175
252 .

It

I!

II

If

It

'I

Ii
~

.

Eugene Car Co-op Start-up Kit, 'Eugyne Car Co-op, 1994.
{the comprehensives and attention to detail betray the
amount ofeffwt it takes to pr9perly prepare a start-up]
Janes, Danielle, President ofeugelle Car Co-op--February
1996 questionnaire answers {a long time spent in planning]

r

Ii

:1

il

Robert, Benoit, AutoCom and CoqununAuto fo~der,
January 1996 letter correspondence. {Dedicated his life to
making the operation work.}

;!

!,

Switzerland Alternative Marketing Award committt;e, "A
Plaque of Honor for Conrad Wagner"AutoTeilet

earShare Cascadia

Covey, Stephan, The 'Seven Habits ofHigbly Effective
People, 1987. {Excellent advice on organizational mission
statement~; .uses case's./udies to describe their positive effict
on staffand custom~rs]
European "Car Sharing Society (ECS) Constitution, ECS,
Berlin, Germany. fA mission statement example]
Jarvis, Holly, General Manager, Food Front.....March 1996
interview {mission 'Statement revision, battles]
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1-5 ChoosiD:g a corporate form.
Bryant, Greg and Janes, Drurielle, Eugene Car Cooperative,
January 21, 1996 interview, February and·March 1996
correspondence. [Size ofdecision making group in co-pp}
Calvert, Tim, founder of La"9ghing Horse Bookstore Co-op-
March 1996 interview Uactors ofa successful co-op}
Cornelius, Jim, Agricultural Extension Economis~, OSU-
March 1996 phone interview Uactors ofsuccessful co-ops}
Cotterill, Ronald, Consumer Food Cooperatives, Iq.terstate
Printers & Publishers, Inc., Danville, Illinois 1982., p. 175
252.
Eugene Car Co-op Start-up Kit Eugene Car Co-op, 1994.
[example articles ofincorporation and bylaws}
Gunn, Christopher and Hazel, Reclaiming Capital:
Democratic Initiatives and Community Development,
Cornell University Press, 1991, pp. 99 - 105. [evidence that
Americans are amenable to cooperatives, and that co-ops
have much to offer: local ownership, etc.}
Honigsberg, Peter J., et. aI., We Own It: Starting and
Managing Cooperatives, Bell Springs Publishing, 1991.
[compares/or-profits} nonprofits} and co-ops; gives advice
about co-op structure and factors fl!r success}
Janes, Danielle, President of Eugene, Car Co-op--February
1996 questionnaire answers [advice regarding decisions1

Jars, Hoily, General Manager, Food Front--March 1996
interview [strengths and weaknesses ofcooperatives}
Lafond, Michael~ "Cooperative Transport: Berlin's
StattAuto (Instead of Cars),," RAIN, Summer 1994, Volume
XIV, Number 4, p. 2-7 [the European way)
Robert, Benoit, Auto Com and CQmmunAuto founder,
January 1996 letter correspondence. [warnings against
naive idealism regarding cooperatives/
Small Business Administration [puts out two free
information sources for new business}
Soh!, Kay, The Oregon Nonprofit Corporation Handbook,
Technical Assistaflce for Community Services, 1993.
Switzerland Alternative Marketing Award committee, "A
Plaque of Honor for Conrad Wagner, AutoTeilet
Cooperative, Stans, Press Release, 1994. [a successfol
business that is a co-op . .. a successful co-op that is a .. .}
II

Tax-Exempt Status for Your Organization, Publication 557
of the Internal Revenue Service, U.S. Department of
theTreasUry, January 1995. [not}
Urban Studies and Planning Workshop 558, January 1996
focus group'meeting Uocus group preconceptions}
"What is a Cooperative?" Center for Cooperatives, Davis,
CA,1995.
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The Whole Co-op Catalog, .Twin Pines Cooperative
Foundation, 1995.

2. Resources on Marketing the Service
(

2-1 Showing that car sharers save money.
1-6 Incorporating your'organization.
Cotterill, Ronal.d, Consumer Food Cooperatives, Interstate
Printers & Publishers, In~·., Danville, Illinois 1982., p. 175
252. [steps to incorporate with ariicles and bylaws}

Cochran, Jeffery, and Sparrow, F. T., "Optimal Management
of a Shared Fleet with Peak Demands, tt Applications of
Management Science, Vol. 4., 1985, pp. 81-105. [Provides
an example ofa rigorous cost comparison method)
Kelley Blue Book-Auto Market Report: Official Guide to
1989-1995 Used Car Values, Sept-Oct 1995, NW Edition.

"The Eugene Car Co-op," RAIN, Summer 1994, Volume
14, Number 4, p. 6. [ten steps to starting a co-op.}

Kelley Blue Book 1996 New Car Guide, Sixth Edition.

Eugene Car Co-op Start-up Kit, .Eugene Car Co-op, 1994.
[a larger list ofsteps than~reference abo.ve}

Dr. MildneF, Gerry, P'ortland State University--February
1996 intel'View

Honigsberg, Peter J., et. aI., We Own It: Starting and
Managing Cooperatives, Bell Springs Publishing, f991.

Wagner, Conrad, and Katzev, Richard, "Car Sharing: More
Mobility, Preservation of the EnvIronment and Savings in
Your Pocket," .press·release~ April 1996.
.

Janes, Danielle, President of Eugene Car Co-op--February
1996 questioID;laire answers
Sohl, Kay, The Oregon-Nonprofit Corporation Handbook,
Technical Assistance for Community Services, 1993.
[How and why to get a liIwyer arid accountant}

"Your Driving Costs, 1995 Edition," .AAA, 1995.

2-2 Offering convenience, safety'* reliability, and
freedom.
Brock1~hurst,

Ann "Cars for Conscience -Stricken Drivers",
The Herald-Tribune (European Editi.on), July 1993.
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Bryant, Greg and Janes, Danie1le, Eugene Car Cooperative,
January 21, 1996 interview, February and March 1996
correspondence. [Funding a car co-op oriented housing

Portland Police Bureau Planning Division: 1995 Crime
Statistics [by neighborhood and type ofauto-related qrime-

not printed--available at Police Bureau]

development]
Demographic Trends of Northwest Portlanq, 1940 - 1990,
Portland Bureau ofPlamiing, October 1995.
Honigsberg, Peter J., et aI., We Own It: Starting and
Managing Cooperatives, Bell Springs Publishing, 1991.

[offering a convenient, reliable customer service]
Lafond, Michael, "Cooperative Transport: Berlin's
StattAuto (Instead of Cars)," RAIN, Supnner·1994, Volume
XIV, Number 4, p. 7-1 [the prerequisites of4 marketable

Sgt.,Elmore, detective on the Auto Theft T~k Force,
portland Police Bureau, --March 1996 phone interview.

[crime avoidance factors]
Switzerland Alternative Marketing Award committee, "A
Plaque of Honor for Conrad Wagner, AutoTeilet
Cooperative, Stans,"· Press Release, 1994. [ATG example of

a variety ofmarketing pitches]

,

"Taming Traffic Troublespots", The Northwest Neighbor,
March 22, 1996, .p. 1. [More traffic congestion in NW]

service]
LUTRAQ: Making the Land Use-Transportation,Air
Quality Connection, Volume 6: Implementation, 1000
Friends of Oregon, October 1995. [pedestr.ianfriendliness

2-3 Crafting an image of style, status, coptfort
and fun.

factors]
McCarthy, Patric~, "The Shared Vehicle Fleet: A Study of
Its Impact Upon Accessibility and Vehicle Ownership, ,t
Journal of Transport Economics and Policy, January 1994,
p.75-94. [convenience and vehicle marketability]
"New Statistics Feed Parking Permit Debate," The
Northwest Exiuniner, February 1996, p. 1. [Northwest

Sparrow, Thomas, "Purdue University Urban Car
Experiment," Automotive Transportation Center, Purdue
University." [the type ofvehicle makes a difference]
Switzerland Alternative Marketing Award committee, "A
Plaque of Honor for'Conrad Wagner, AutoTeilet
Cooperative, Stans," Press Release, 1994.

Portland parking congestion]
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2-4 Banking on your ecological, member-owned
identity.

University;" [a survey, pilot study, and focus group

debriefing-that gauged market-demand}

I

I
:1

Bradshaw, Chris, "C9-Transportation: An alternative to Car
Ownership," Bradshaw CommuniTies, Ottawa, Canada,
press release, Apri11994.
Brocklehurst, Ann "Cars for Conscience -Stricken Drivers",
The Herald-Tribune (Europeari Edition), July 1993.
Gunn, Christopher and Hazel, Reclaiming Capital:
Democratic Initiatives and Community Development,
Cornell University Press, 1991, pp. 99 - 105.
LaFond:.Michael, "Cooperative Transport: Berlin's
StattAuto (Instead of Cars)," RAIN, Summer 1994, Volume
XIV, Number 4, p. 2-7
Switzerland Alternative Marketing Award committe~, itA
Plaque of Honor for Conrad Wagner, AutoTeilet
Cooperative, Stans," Press Release, 1994.

Urban Studies and Planning Workshop 558, January 1996
focus group meeting ,[focus groups bring out issues}

~-6

Waging a strategic marketing campaign.

Alternative Tecbno19GY Group--February 1996 meeting

[targeting- activist groups)'
Cambridge Systematics, ~nc., '~Evaluationbf the Short-Term
Auto Rental (ST.AR) Service in San Francisco, CA," U.S.
Department ofTransporation 1985. [Lackofa marketing

effort; different demographic groups having different
de1}1ands}
"
.
"From ·Short-Term Leasing to Car Sharing: Results from
the Market Study," AlltoCom, 1991. [survey-example}
Janes, Danielle, President of-Eugene Car Co-op--February
1996 questionnaire answers [focus on the local media}

2-5 Conducting a ne"ighborhood market survey.
"Frpm Short-Term Leasing to Car Sharing: Results from
the Market Study," AutoCom, 1991.
Sparrow, Thomas, "Purdue University Urban Car
Experiment," Automotive Transportation Center, Purdue
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Lafond, Michael, 'lCooperative'Transport~ Beilin's
StattAuto (Instead of Cars)," RAIN, Summer 1994, Volume
XIV, Number 4, p. 2-7
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3-2 Scr~ening your members for .credit
worthiness.

3. Resources on Financing

3-1 Fueling your own enterprise with
membership dues and user fees.
Bloch, Steve i'Beyond Car-pooling,~' New Age Journal,
September-October 1994, Page 18.

Cambridge Systematics, Inc., "Evaluation of the Short-Term
Auto Rental (STAR) Service in San Francisco, CA," U.S.
Department of Transportation 1985. [bad debt horror story]
Eugene Car Co-op Start-up Kit, Eugene Car Co-op, 1994.

Boulton, Julian, Northwest Pilot Project Fleet Manager-
March 1996 interview [problems with grants]
Bryant, Greg and Janes~ Dani~lle, Eugene Car Cooperative,
January 21, 1996 iilt~rview, February and March 1996
correspondence. [grant funding advice]
Calvert, Tim; founder of Laughitig Horse BOokstore Co-op-
March 1996 interview [why a CSO should depend on the

marketI. not'on grants]
Cambridge Systematics, 'Inc., "Evaluation of the Short-Term
Auto Rental (STAR) Service in San Francisco, CA," U.S.
Departinent of Transportation 1985. [eVidence ofuser fee

. price inelasticity ofdemand--co-ops can raise per mile fees]
Lafond, Michael, "Cooperative Transport: Berlin's
StattAuto (Instead of Cars)," RAIN, Summer 1994, Volume
XIV, Number 4, p. 2...7

[a 'recommended poliCYfor screening members]

3-3 Solving the insurance q u3n<Jary before
starting the business.
BrYant, Greg and Janes, Danielle, Eugene Car Cooperative,
January 21, 1996 interview, February and March 1996
correspondence. [insurance advice]
Eugene Car Co-op Start-up Kit, Eugene Car Co-op, 1994.

[an' ~xample ofan insurance program for a car co-op]
Lafond, Michael, "Cooperative Transport: Berlin's
STATTAUTO (Instead ofCars),"·RAIN~ Sununer 1994,
Volume XIV, Number 4, p. 2-7 [Stat/Auto insurance]
Janes, Danielle, President of Eugene Car Co-op--February
1996 questionnaire answers [insurance advice]
Progressive Insurance quote service --February 1996 phone
interview.
'
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·Section 1: Carsharing Resource Guide
r~venues.

4. 'Resources on Operations Management

4...3 Pricing for demand and

4-1 Visualizing your operation ahead of time.

Cambridge Systematics, Inc., "Evaluation of the Short-Term
Auto Rental (STAR) Service.in San Francisco, CA," U.S.
Department of Transportation 1985. [evidence ofuser fee

'Bryant, Greg and Janes, Danielle, 'Eugene Car Cooperative,
January 21, 1996 interview, February and March 1996
correspondence. [repairing the vehicles; reservations]
Cambridge Systematics, Inc., "Evaluation of the Short-Term
Auto Rental (STAR) Service in San Francisco, CA," U.S.
Department of Transportation 1985"

it,;

price inelasticity ofdemand--co"'Ops qan raise per mile fees.
Also: what happens. when you price too low for transit and
CO$ts]
Cochran, Jeffery, and Sparrow, F.T~, "Optimal Management
0f a Shared Fleet with Peak Demands," Applications of
Management Sciences, Volume 4, pages 81-105.

Eugene Car Co-oR Start-up Kit Eugene-Car Co-op, 1994.

4-2 Finding the optimum fleet size and mix.
Cambridge Systematics, Inc., "Evaluation of the Short-Term
Auto Rental (STAR) Service in San Francisco, CA," U.S.
Department of Transportation 1985.

4-4 Coordinating your services with other
fransportation providers.
European Carsharing Society (ECS) Constitution [example

ofa coordinating assoctation ofcar co-ops]
Fink, Patti, planner, Tri-Met, January 1996 meeting [the

Cochran, Jeffery, and Sparrow, F.T., "Optimal Management
of a Shared Fleet with Peak Demands," Applications of
Management Sciences, Volume 4, pages 81-105. [provides

planner at Tri-lyfet with whom a car ,sharing operation
could collaborate expr~ss?s great i1')terest in the concept]

a method to meet shared car- demand efficiently. Involved.)

Fischer, Chuck; Salem Rideshar~ C,oordinator, internet
correspondence, Mar~h 1996. [another potential activist

Potter, Bill, Metro Property Resources Management
Director, January 1996 interview.

ally, arid a contact in Salem, OR.]

Sparrow, F. Thomas, et. ai, "The Mobility Enterprise:
Improving Auto Productivity," Automotive Transportation
Center, Purdue University, January 1982.
..

i..~
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Switzerland Alternative Marketing Award committee, nA
Plaque of Honor for Conrad Wagner, AutoTeilet
Cooperative, Stans," Press Release, 1994. [new mobility]
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Wagner, Conrad, and Katzev,. Richard, "Car Sharing: More
Mobility, Preservation of the Environment and Savings in
Your Pocket," prese release April 1996. [deals with HertzJ
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Section II: Annotated Resource Bibliography

The Annotated ResQurce Bibliography is (::arShare Cascadia" s alphabetiz~d, fully
armotated bibliography of car sharing.
Here is where the inquiring car sharer can discover .the source spring from which our
advice flows. Sources include interviews with persons who had knowledge and
experience in our areas of stlJdy; meetings; correspondences with people either
, involved or interested in car sharing and alternative transportation; local neighborhood
.
information; Ht~rature research.
It has been the object of CarS hare Cascadia' ~ objective to make available as much
information as possible. We hope that we have done so, or at least given you a
direction toward which to launch your own research. We look forward to the day
when the residents of the Portland metropolitan region can easily and affordably travel
lightly on the earth.
.
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Annotated Resource Bibliography
Alternative Technology Group, February 1996 meeting
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On February 11, 1996, during the height of the 1996
flooding, six member~ of the Alternative Technology Group
&howed up to hear-Graham Clark of CarShare Cascadia
present the concept of car sharing. The Alternative
Technology Group members were extremely receptive and
enthusiastic about starting a car sharing cooperative in
Portland. The level of their co:nuhitment ranged between a
willingness to help start a project to being active car sharing
members. CarShare Cascadia or its ~uccessors will be likely
to present the idea -again to ATG and to similar ac.tivist
groups, in order to fish for potential leadership.
The experiment results support the advice--given by
members of the Eugene Car Co-op: activist gatherings are
gr~at places to find 'members.
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Bloch, Steve "Beyond Car-pooling," New Age Jour-nal,
September-October 1994, Page 18.
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An article introducing car sharing and spotlighting the
Eugene Car Co-op, its personable founding .members , and
their 1972 VW Bug. The prices and structure bfthe
organization are covered, as are the potential sources of
resistance of consumers to the car sharing lifestyle.

CarShare Cascadia

When the article was published, co-op members p~d an
initial fee of $25-0($200 ofwhieh is refundable when
leaving the co-op) plus payments of $15 for insurance,
group-dicount bus passes, ~d the use of utility bikes.
Usage fees were $.50.an hour and $.15 per mile.
This provides an example. of a pricing structure.
Boulton, Julian, Northwest Pilot Project Fleet Manager-
March 1996 interview.

The Northwest Pilot Project is a nonprofit social service
agency prc)"viding hou~ing and transportation service for
elderly and homeless residents of Northwest Portland and
Downtown.
The NWPP began as"an experiment in Northwest Portland
and was a volunteer-run program. Today they have three
apartmentS aild a fleet service consisting of two late-model
minivans. Julian Boulton manages the transI'ortation
progra.rn, which has one more-staff person and a volunteer.

Grant Money
In the late 1980's NWPP obtained a 16V2 grant through Tri..
Met with money.originating from the federal government
and bought it first van.
Tn-Met offers its 16V2grant that provides capital assistance
to non-profit agencies. Tri-Met has created a new agency
called Volunteer Transportation Incorporated (VTI) that
helps non-profits write grants. The 16V2 is designed to
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assist nonprofit agencies; VTI. targets programs that are· run
with volWlteers.
In 1992, Tri-Met funded a second vehicle. Because of the
ADA, the federal government money came with the
handicapped access requirement. The van floor was lowered'
to the groWld and an elevator installed into the sliding door.
Moreover, the government converted it to an alternative
fuel. Total c'ost of the retrofits: $35,000 dollars. The
alternative fuel system caused problems and was-'Converted
back to gasoline. Meanwhile, the ADA required low-floor
bottoms out and ~ocks the transmission and front end '
alignment, shortening the life of the vehicle.
There is a suggested $3 donation from riders which covers
gasoline. Sixty-percent· of the total operating costs come
from United Way, and for the rest the president ofNWPP
raises through grants and church donations.
Competition for grant money continues to grow.
Government resources for social services are~ shrinking even
as the demand grows, and the non-profit civil service 'sector
struggles to satisfy a greater portion of this demand.
The greatest problem with grant funding is its
incompatibility with an fudependent, entrepreneuriaf start
up. The methods of finance speak for the character of the
organization. Grant funding characterizes social service
organizations. Investment funding characterizes a
completely different, more self-sufficient, entrepreneurial
organization.

OperationsNWPP, a local small-operation, like the Eugene Car Co-op,
has a mechanic who manager Julian BoultQn recommends as
trustworthy: Gary Fields of Allan's Automotive. For minor
maintenance, Julian Boulton has an accoWlt with Jiffy Lube.
Every 3,000 miles, the two NWPP yans get a tWle up.
"Julian used to do minor upkeep himself, but fOWld that the
time and hassle was not worth the money saved.] .
The Northwest Pilot Project fleet has experienced relatively
high maintenance costs because of the difficult stop-and-go
nature of driving in the central city. The costs·have grown
as their vehicle mileage has increased.

There are other social.service fle.e~ all Qver the city and
region. The TRP Program in Clackamas COWlty has 100
volWlteers. Also, the American Red Cross has a number of
vans and volWlteers, as does'N orthwest Portland Ministries.
Such projects are nonprofits, at'the far end of the spectrum
from Hertz or Budget car rentals. Car sharing is likely to
land somewhere in-between.
NWPP provides us with a view of the challenges for a
nonprofit, grant-dependent fleet service:

Bradshaw, Chris, "Co-Transportation: An alternative ,to
Car Ownership," Bradshaw CommuniTies, Ottawa,
Canada, press release, April 19.94..
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Section 2:- Annotated !?esburce Bibliography

Bradshaw CommuniTies is a cominunity development
consultfng firm in.Ottawa. Chris Br'ldshaw issued this press
release to promote the 'idea of car sharing. The release gives
an overview of how ,car sharing can .supplem~nt other modes
of travel. He also provides a thorough l~st of advantages of
car sharing.
Chris Bradshaw
187 Pretoria Avenue
Ottawa, Ontatio, Canada, KJS lXl
613-230-4566 phone'and fax 
aaI22@freenet.carleton.ca-

~tattAuto is also apparently still ~ttempting to get customers
discounts on train, bus and -subway fares."

Bryant, Greg and Janes, Danielle, Eugene Car
Cooperative, Janqary 21, 1996 intenriew, February and
March .1996 correspobdence.
Greg Bryant and Danielle Janes had a great amount of
experie~ce to offer. They were almost too generous with
their liIlJ.e: Below is a sample of their advice:

Co-op. Organization··

I.,

II
d
I

II

ItI
'I

r
~

Brocklehurst, Ann "Cars for Conscience -Stricken
Drivers", The Herald-Tribune (European Edition), July
1993.
'
A short article Ut~t examines the German car sharing efforts
as an alternative to car ownership. It mentions a weakness
in-the armor of StattAuto, which is weekendp"'i~e
competition by car rental companies. In :europe, weekends
are the most popular time for borrowing, and it is during the
weekend that StattAuto's prices "can work out to be slightly
higher than the special package deals offered by SOPle car
rental companies." However, article .continues, StattAuto"
has an ace card--its Mobilcard. -The access to the variety of
transportation services that the'MobilCarcj membership card
provide helps StattAuto compete with the narrowly:.focused
rental car services. "MobilCard is also a taxi credit Gatd, for
instance. There are also group deals on insurance.

Keep the co-op decision making group small and committed.
Some peopie wapt decision power but not the work. Agree
up frpnt to do the work. po not have large- groups trying to
make decisions. The co~op form is not.much of a problem.
Ii 1s basically a business cQrporation with voting members.
The car sharing idea is not really a social service idea. Its
goal is to get people who already own their cars out of them.
Some people will want to change the focus to ,a low income
social program.
Reserve your busine~s name as quicldy as possible. People
steal names.

Finances

_

Recognize the land use-transportation. connection. We were
able to get the city to offer a 90% reduction in parking
requirements for housing developments that do not allow
residents to own cars. We are developing it property with a
"; ,

CarShare Cascadia
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loan from Bank ofAmerica. The management ofBank of
America is forward thinking. They published a very
interesting document entitled "Beyond Sprawl".
Regarding insurance, fmd a friendly local broker used to
doing int~resting and"off-beat insurance packages. Fleet
insurance packages are a good start. The National Co-op
Bank does not give you the best rate. Nationwide Insurance
on 919 NE 19th Avenue, 1-800-421-1444 ext-194, is a
possibility. Just get some sense of the cost: Pick a car
model, 5-10 names and -drivefs licenses to the insurance
agents. Do this just to get a sense of the pricing.
Money is tight in the grants and foundations world. The
nonprofit sector is picking up the slack from the 'Shrinking
public sector. Grants are best to come by through
networking. It is e~ier to find people with money rather
than a foundation with mohey. You would compete with
fewer people. Find investors in pro-community enterprises.
Operations
We have a trustworthy mechanic at a local repair shop, and
an account with a local towing company. Members do not
have to pay if they have th~ car fixed or towed by these
companies with whom the Co-op has an account. If
members have car problems but of town, they ar~ given
incentive to notify the cooperative before.allowing another
tower or r~pair company to do the work.
The Eugene Car Co-op was a demonstration project. We
wanted to figure out the details. The Car Co-op is currently
on hold while we arrange for a bigger group ofpeople to

JOIn. The materials and techniques ofthe Car Sharing Start
up Kit worked fine .during the demonstration period. The
group has an insurance company and has checked th~ir
program out with their lawyers..

Calvert, Tim, founder of Laughing Horse Bookstore Co
op, March 1996 interview
Calvert was very interested in marketing alternative fuel
vehicles such as electric and hydrogen cars.. He felt that
they could be a marketing device for a broader audience, and
could be something to which· a.car sharing program could
link itself.
He made the point that the enterprise has to make money in
order to build its vehicle. fleet, operations infrastructure, an<L
most importantly, to hire and keep competent people to
manage the operation:
"Organizers have to 'be rewarded ... dividends and control
based on how much they ~ork ..."
tilt can't be just static. The field has to expand and be
dynamic and growing--an industry of opportunity. It can't
just h~ this b({ckwater thing that just flounders along. It
must be a wipner for the people organizing it. They must
get some benefit ... so~e reward such as more.money and
control."

The democratic cooperative type structure needs people who
understand process and communication. Members should

The Car Sharer's Companion
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share the load of responsibilities so that there is less burnout
and le~s dependence on a few key individuals.
Success and failure of a cooperative depends on a core
group of committed people who believe in the project.
The cooperatives have an advantage in the tax Jaws called
the patronage divide.nd. Most corporations endure double
taxation,: the business's income and then the shareholders'
profit are ~xed. However, the,co-op can allbcate patronage
dividends from its earnings. Individual member~ pay taxes
on the dividends, and but the cooperative business does not.
The business may pay at least 20% of the patronage
dividend in cash to members so that they can pay taxes on
the dividend. The patronage dividend is a great way for a
cooperative to dodge taxes. and recapitaltze using the saved
money. However, most C8r."Co-ops do-not issue stock. They
depend solely on the member and usage fees.
Calvert was adamant that the operation find entrepreneurial
sources of income rather than grants or funding:
"Ditch the funding agencies. If you get wrapped up in trying
to attract funds and funding, you are stepping away from the
dynamics of the·m~ketplace. Funding is like ~ narcotic
buffering the operation from reality if it is not selling."

Cambridge Systematics, Inc., "Evaluation of the Short
Term Auto Rental (STAR) Service in San Francisco,
CA," U.S. Department of Transportation 1985.

CarShare Cascadia

A large, unique, albeit short-lived shared vehicle program
operated in San Francisco during the early 19~0's.
Unfortunately, STAR lived down to its ,name and became a
truly short-term operation. The U.S. Department of
Transportation, eager to learn the lessons of the unique
operation and its potential elsewhere, hired a consultant to
evaluate the. failed STAR Company. Th~, evaluators perused
company rental and financial records and interviewed
org~zers and members. It assessed the market for the
STAR services, analyzed the demand for the STAR service,
the Company's fmancial and operational performance, and.
the Company's ability to meet its ideali~tic objectives. The
well-document~Q STAR experience provides .insight into
future applicatio~ of the shared vehicle concept:
The STAR Company operated for about sixteen months.
The frrst period was marked by rapid growth in
membership,. rentals" and mileage. By the end of the first
year. of operations,. thy STAR Company had 350 member
households and 6Q- vehicles.
However, STAR's financial performance was damaged by a
seri~s of operational problems:
TRANSPORTATION GOALS UN~T
*Overal~ tr~p-making increased as a result of STAR.
Members gotmore trips for. their dollar by using STAR.
Overall VMT would increase with an increase in mobility
options.
*STAR membership did not lead to greater transit usage.
The STAR service had a slightly'negative or negligible
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impact on transit aQd ridesharing use. The types of trips for
which STAR vehicles were used suggested that its S"ervices
competed with private ownersliip, rentals, artd taxis.
Renntal rates were low to encourage. individuals to switch
from car ownership. However, higher rates were needed to
meet both the company"s financial objectives and its'mission
regarding a change in transportation habits. Two tate
increases were introduced th~t helped STAR climb toward
these two goals.
INABILITY TO MAKE MEMBERS pAY
Also :damaging to the finances was customer- non..payment
of bills. The company eliminated this problem using credit
checks--a lesson for future car sharing operations.
MARKETING FAILURE
STAR did not mount an adequate. marketing effort.
Moreover, the poor state of its fle~t of used vehicles
probably hurt-the company's-image. Given higher levers of
demand for each ve4i,cle, the operation could have achieved
fleet economies of scale. Although there seemed to be no
increase in profitability with increasing size over the range
of membership size observed, a targeted marketing
campaign may' have attracted a higher percentage of active
users.. IIi addition, the start-up 'bogged down due-to the
insurance industry's hesitation to cover the unfamiliar
service.

CAR PUR-CHASING MISTAKES
STAR bought too many vehicles up-front an4 'burdened
itself with too many larger vehicles and not enough smaller
vehicles.
THE TIME-PATIERN OF MEMBERS' DEMAND
The ratio of weekend to weekday rentals iIpproved from
1.41 "to 1.1 t after a per mile surcharge (what was it) was
instituted.
LABOR COSTS
Staff costs reported are UJIderstated, because the owner
donated much management time to the operation. Rent
iflcluded.office space, parking space'S, gasoline'pumps, and
car washing equipment.
INSURANCE
Rates were based 'on 11 % of gross rental receipts exempting
all short-term rentals and membership fees. The insurer
apparently did not e~pect a significant percentage of short
term rentals. Meaning, that the insurance business, like the
traditional auto-rental business, did not expect there to be a
short-term rental market.
CONCLUSION
The failure of STAR serveS as a warning. The project failed
despite its ideal site and demographics. It was well-served
by public transportation. It also had significant financial
advantages: "However, with a different ~higher) pricing
structure, rigorous credit checking, a higher utilization rate,
and a dependable vehicle fleet, it is possible that a STAR
type operation could succeed fmancially at another site."

The Car Sharer's Companion
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The S.T.A.R. evaluation-ca.rr be borrowed
from Tom Davis at CarShare Cascadia.

Cochran, Jeffery, and Sparrow, F. T., "Optimal
Management of a Shared Fleet with Peak Demands,"
Applications o£ManagementScience, Yol. 4., 1985, pp.
81-105.
The article shows -how shared car demand is to be met. It
provides a procedure for start-up organizations to estimate
potential fleet operation and management costs fdr a car
sharing program. It introduces, the peak-period fleet use
pricing.
Moreover, the consumer cost of sharing is c9mpared to the
cost of owning-:and operating, a personal car. Th.~ article
concl:udes that .under most circumstances the savings that
result are so substantial that-they will offset the
inconvenience QfhavJng to obtctin a share vehjcle when one
is needed.

"cOgO," M-obility-PartnerslAccess

a mobility sharing enterprise recently starteq in ~~
Francisco. The founders seem to be taking an
entrepreneurial approach similar to that of thstt of the
successful Conrad Wagner's ATG in Switzerland.

concept borrowed from college campuses. People use
advertising space on the electronic board., for someone·else
to cOnie ~ong who is going to the same destination. The
iRiS operates as a "ride match" system. Significantly for
the Northwest, iRiS 'will soon b~ available in Seattle as well
a.& San Francisco. According to the article, the founders,
Joseph Willemsssen an.d Paul Fleming hope to have the
program "running in other urban areas· in the near future," in
order to create a seamless service for users traveling the
northern West Coast.
For the longer rang~,Wil1emssen an Fleming are also
developing. the cOgO car sharing club, modeled after
StattAuto. The cQgO club will h~ve cars, trucks, and vans.
Like Conrad Wagner's ATG opera~ion in Switzerland, cOgO
is an entrepreneurial venture aimed at providing an
affordable, ecological means of travel.
For .more info~ation on cOgO, contact loseph Willemssen
or Paul Flell1-ing; 55 N~w Montgomery, Suite 524; San
Francisco, CA 94105; Phone (415) 777-COGQ; Fax (415)
896-COGO~ Email jwi~lems@wel1.com

Co-operative Auto Network (CAN), "Executive
Summary," Vancouve:r, B.C., January:31 (draft)
This is the mission statement and summary of activities of
the car co-op s4Ut-up in Vancouver, B.C. The contact here'
is Tracey Axelsson: "lnfo@fraserbasin.bc.ca".

Their first offering is the. "intercity Ride$hare information
Service (iRiS)" a pc-based rideshare board based on the
"II
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Cornelius, Jim, Agricultural Ext~nsion~Econ0!Dist, OSU
-March 1996 phone interview Cornelius,. Jim, Agricultural
Extension Economist, OSU--March 1996 phone interview

examination of the f1p.ancial advantages and disadvantages
of being a cooperative.

Jim Cornelius had a lot Qf information to offer regarding
cooperatives in Oregon.

Demographic Trends of Northwest Portland, 1940 
1990, Portland BureJlu-ofPlanning, October 1995.

In his experience, the success of a co-op was related" to the
amount of time and effort the organizers put in up front.

U.S. Census Bureau data.

A problem wjth democratic decision making in business is,
that votes usually settle around the norm rather than what is
most effective.

"The Eugene Car Co-op," RAIN, Summer 1994, Volume
14, Numb~r 4, p. 6.

H.e believed that the same objectives of a co-op organization
can be achieved short of formal incorporation.
He felt that the major practical advantage to the co-op form
were' financial advantages.
He had much information to send about co-ops, including an
existing tractor sharing co-op in the Willamette Valley, a
very similar concept to a car sharing co-op ..

Cotterill, Ronald, Consumer Food Cooperatives,
Interstate Printers & Publishers, Inc., Danville, Illinois
1982., p. 175-252.
This book includes several chapter that outline the process
(or incorporation of a cooperative. It also gives an in-depth

A founder of the Eugene Car Co-op relays the experiences
and lessons for starting up a viable cooperative organization.
The article ~dyertises the Carsharing Start-up Kit, produced
from the Eugene group. Their recommenqed start-up
program is "quite comprehensive-...a role mode.! or sounding
board for efforts in other ~ities. Lessons from the RAIN
.article:
1. Find a small group of colll11rittea people to .make initial
start-up decisions 
2. Gather all the available informa.,tion at;ld make contacts
with other,group~
3. Be prepared to work.patiently at·lea.gt 6-12 months-before
start-up
4. Haye th~ details of rates, insurance, members." contracts
before buying cars.
5. Verify that potential members ~e good credit risks.
-6. Get donation funding or used cars to save money.

The Car Sharer's Companion
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European Carsharing'Society lECS) Constitution

7. Include bus passes, transit discounts, and bike .sharing in
member benefits.
8. Connect with local pedestrian, bicycling, and transit
advocacy groups.
9. Register the name pf your organization with the
Secretary of State ASAP.
1'0. Car sharing can start simply with a few people, a car,
and an ans. machine.
11. Use the.·Eugene Carsharing Start-up Kit as a tool for
starting an car sharing club.

The ECS car sharing umbrella association coordinates,
assists, and protects. from outside parties the car sharing
clubs of Europe. Its goal is to promote car sharing as a
substitute'for ownership and a supplement to transit and
other ecological forms of travel. Greg Bryant and Daniel
Janes of the Eugene Car Co-opare..attempnng to solicit
membership in a North American version of the ECS,called
the North American ~ar Sharing Association (NACSA).

The Eugene Car Co-op address in 1994. was Eugene Car Co
op; PO Box 30092, Eugene, Oregon 976403, USA or call
(503) 345.:2708.

"European Towncar Cooperatives on Rise," Public
Innovations Abroad, December 1995, Vol. 19 #1-2.

Eugene Car Co-op~Start-up Kit, Eugene Car Co-op,
1994.

A recent artiCle describing the car sharing movement in
Europe. The .article is short but it is significant because it is
a respected publication read by many -transportation
engineers and planners in the United States.

'"

The Start-up Kit is an excellent example of the details that
an Oregon Car Co-op must go through to mobilize. The
Eugene Car Co-op offers their incorporation process,
Articles Gflncorporation, Bylaws, and membership
agreement for review. They spent months creating, these
documents for'their co-op. It is highly recommended that.a
start..up in Oregon purchase the Kit from Eugene--it is well
worth the money.

"European Transport F.orum: Rethinking Roadspace,"
Surveyor, September 21, 1995, p. 21.
Another general introductory article.

Fink, Patti, planner, Tri-Met, January 1996 meetingIn February 1996 Karen Howard and Tom McGuire hosted a
get-together between Carshare Cascadia-and Patti. Fink, the
planner at Tri-Met who is responsible for many rideshare-
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type programs. Patti would- be the pefson· at Tri-Met with
whom a-start-up would w.ork in establishing station cars at
Tri-Met stations. Although "money is out of the question,"
she was very open to the concept of collaborating with a
well-run car sharing operation.
Patti aiso wanted to become a member ·if it were convenient
in her neighborhood.

FischeF, Chuck, Salem Rideshare Coordinator, internet
correspondence, March 1996.
Salem Rideshare encourages the use of alternative
transportation modes- in the Willamette Valley and
coordinates programs with Cherriots, the Salem area public
transit provider. Mr: Fischer had worked with some of the
car sharing members in Eugene and is interes~ed.in
collaborating with the movement as it develops in the
Willamette Valley.

From Short-Term Leasing to Car Sharing: Results from
the Market StudY,cAutoCom, 1991.
The information for tllls summary comes from a draft
survey report of the fledgling CommunAuto group of
Quebec City, Canada.
The CommunAuto marketing strategy thus far seems sound.
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First, target a neighborhood thatexhjbits characteristics
knoWn to contribute to greater .membership elsewhere. The
basic i~gredients include high density, auto congestion,
parking congestion, great transit service, and pedestrian
oriented mban design. In Quebec, by focusing its efforts on
one. or-two contiguous, densely-:populated neighborhooas,
CommunAuto gol a maximum number df"potenti~ members
livipg-within walking distance of dedicated CommunAuto
vehicles. Moreover, it does not hurt if the neighborhood has
a progressive--it need not be avante garde-::-"alternative
culture". Such a neighborhood could have-a higher
concentration of college students~ singles, idealists,
professionals, environmentalists, artists, bohemians, and
other dangerous persona.
Second, survey residents in the targeted neighborhood to
gauge market demand for a car sharing operation.
CommunAuto did so, was able to estimate overall demand
from the results, and then to target demographic groups in
the neighborhood that were most disposed toward adopting.
And what kind of person seems most likely to join,
accprding to the COllllUunAuto survey? The following is a
summary of market survey results from. the Quebec
neighborhood.

Methods Summary:
The survey made various hypotheses about different age,
income, 8:Drl household· characteristics, anq tested the
statistical significance of these variables in the response
individual to the·.opportunity to become a car sharer.
Respondents fell into four categories: immediate adopters,
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potential adopters (would consider adopting Within l2
months ofa start-up),. eventual adopters (would consider
adopting within 24 months), and non-adopters.

Results Summary:
Only 8% of the respondents c1ahned that they would be
willing to join at the beghming' of the opera~ions (immediate
adopters). About. 16% of the: respondents were, pot~ntial
adopters, while' 20% of the respondents were eventu&l
adopters. Therefore, a total of 36% of the respondents in the
Quebec neighborhood responded that they would be
adopters of the service· within two years of a start-up. ·IJalf
said thai the likelihood of adopting would incr~ase in the
long term as their income grew or because of coming
changes in their car ownership situation.
.
.

Honigsberg, Peter J., et. al.~ We Own It:- Starting-and
Managing Cooperatives, Bell Springs P~blishing, 1991.
This handbook will'help you through all of the aspects of
starting a cooperative. It is'very candid about the strengths
and weaknesses. of co.operatives.
.

Janes, D;;tnielle, President of Eugene Ca~ Co-op-
Febr:uary 1996 written questionnaire answers
Danielle Janes actually answered in writing a four-page
questionnaire ,sent·oy CarShare Cascadia. Her equally long
replies are at least as interesting and informative as anything
else In the Cat Sharer's Companion. Below is the full
written questionnaire; Danielle Jane's answers are in italics:

Results ofthe survey:
For a summary of the interesting findings of the Quebec
City Sur:vey"tum to the case study treatment in Part l:
'Ignition Guide, Chapter 2; Pages 29 and 30.

A. Car Co-op Organization
1. We are duly impresse~ by your Articles of Incorporation,
Bylaws, and Membership Application & Agr~ement. ,How
much time did this effort take?

Gunn, Christopher and Ha'Z.eJ, Reclaiming Capitah
Democratic Initiatives and Community-Development,
Cornell University Press, 1991, pp. 99 - 105.

Danielle: The articles o/incorporation, bylaws and

A short section in this book d~scribes the state of the
cooperative movement in the 'United St~tes and the potential
for· cooperatives to satisfy .IocaJ needs.

membership application and pgreement took several
months. It is a little tJifficult to separate the ,creation ofthese
items. with all (he other decisions that were being made at
the time. I wou(d recomme.nd goiflg to a lawyer that is
friendly with other e1J,vitonmerztal groups and getting
himlher to review cooperative corporate procedures with
your potential board ofdirectors. This will cut down on
leaning time., It costs around $160 10 incorporate via a
lawyer here in Eugene.

,
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2. We are interested in your land use-transportation
approa~h in seeking a zoning exemption in the draft
ordinance. Could you describe. this exemption for us?
panielle: If a developer ofapartments wants to not build
parking and have his/her tenants not own cars. They will be
able to just have an agreement for that purpose, like the no
pets policy.
3. How did you make choices regardi!1g the size of your
enterprise? How about fleet composition and maintenance?
Danielle: The founder ofthe original car sharing business

in Europe, StattAuto Berlin, recommends .at least starting
with two cars for a neighborhood car sharing station. The
size ofthe fleet will be a main thing to manage and control.
Aim for the cars being used about 50% ofeach day. Fleets
should be composed ofprimarily compacts, according to
what J've read.in Europe and STAR in San Francisco.
Maintenance is done by an outside mechanic, follOWing the
maintenance schedules recommended by the .manufacturer.
4. What choices did the cooperative make regarding
membership qualifications? What is.the procedure to verify
that·potential members are good credit dsks?- Should
applicant screening include driver's records?
Danielle: Members. must have a cle~an driving record with

that definition being set by what qualifies for the lowest
rates with the insurance. STAR recommended verifyin¥

credit worthiness, but StattAuto has 2,800 members and they
are just going to start checking.
5. What decision making process did you follow in
considering whether ()r hot to offer membership to auto
owners? What{dis)advantage is there in allowing menlbers
in two-or-more-person households that owned one auto? is
that a market worth exploring? Would inclusion increase or
decrease overall auto or transit usage in the community?
Danielle:

We decided people did not have to give up their

cars, but that it would happen naturally. No one wants to
unnecessarily pay for both car sharing and a personal car.
Cal'sharing reduces car use tremendously.
6. How do you avoid crime agaihst:vehicles and members?
If theft, vandalism, or perspnal attacks become a problem,
.how 'can the organization minimize the 'damages and costs
and maximize safety?
Danielle: Crime is higher in the U.S., so we plan to use any

anti..:theft devices or practices that we can ajJord Having a
participant that lives nearby, helps keep an eye on the cars.
Probably the most important device is a computer access
control with a magnetic card to get to the car keys {like in
StattAuto}. Another product J.lve looked into includes car
locks that requires a password
7. How would you like to see the relationship between your
organization and other car sharing organizations evolve?
How important is vitality ofthe car sharing organizations to
one another? Would you be willing to attend to a regional
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pow-wow? Cooperate on a network of communications
with the existing car sharing organizations? Contribute to an
electronic clearinghouse?
Danielle: We are ifJ the process ofsoliciting member groups
to join the. North American Carsharing Association
(NACSA). Member groups agree to the same rules as the
European Carsharing
.
. organization (ECS). Perhapsifyou
are interested, we. could split the cost ofgetting.the
StattAutoStart-Up Program over to the Western Us. One
ofthefounder:s ofStattAuto, Carsten Petersen, js very
interested inx:oming to Oregon. Their Start-Up education
narrows the learning mistakes ofre)nventing the wheel from
3 years to 3 months. TIJey have helped'so marzy successfully
start in Germany and Austria that they have their
educational process down to a science. They offer the
computer software, 100 formulas and the training for a set
price, plus we'd pay for the airfare. and housing. I believe
that to be able to handle Portland's incredibly large
potentiat market, to b(f able to handle the rapid growth, you
will need to have the .car movements computerized quite
quickly. Before we bring Carsten over, I w01Jld like to have
. all ofhis tra~ning material & software. translated into
English.

CarShare Cascadia
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happens a lot! Car sharing members like the idealism of
what car sharing businesses are doing. They have an
emotional or financial investment in the business that causes
them to be careful with the cars. We triedtwo different
kinds ofinsurance groups (via War'd Insurqnce) and'
personal with all the names on the car through Farmers
Insurance. Quebec's Auto-Com· has an agreement with a
local insurer .that allows them to pay per Ian actually used
which ·seems very cost-effective. They are noi allowed to do
this in Europe.

B. Car Sharing Price Competitiveness
1. From the perspective of potential car sharing memb~rs,
how do~s the car sharing organi?ation.compete with used
car ownership, car le~ing, and car rentals? Is anyone aware
of any available American Rri~e comparison' study?
Danielle: No, I dan 't know ofuseful price Qomparison

studies in the u.s. Our informal study ofthis is not in any
one location. The prices the Board ofDirectors set(/ed on
were quieted unscientific with many wishes based pn the
Board being users rather than actual needs ofthe busjness.
A good way to determine pricing is to figure out how much
per mile a car costs to run. It differs depending on gas
consumption, car age, car mode? etc.

2. What decision making process' that went into the
cooperative's choice to cover personal liability but not
vehicle loss or damage? Is there a risk in depep-ding on
members to come up with the money to cover vehicle
damages?

C. Insurance
Danielle: The de{:ision ojtaking out personal liability on-the
cars, but not vehicle loss was based on using ancient cqrs
that were not worth insuring. I would not re'commend using
such old cars. You will get mor..e members, more people
giving up t~eir personal cars, ifyou have newer, effiCient
cars.

1. How does a car cooperativ(! overcome the hurdles of
insurance wh~n the roster of drivers is so long and
unpredictable? Did you use a fleet insurance broker to
direct you to insurers that have specialty insurance for
fleets?

3. In San. Francisco, STAR's insurer skiinmed
11 % of its
.
net income. Is this viable today?

Danielle: The members ofcar sharing groups stay with

them jor years. There is the option ofgetti1'}g normal car
.,rental insurance rates, un(iJ.. we can convince insurers ihat
we are just like the European groups. The power ofthe
North American Carsharing Association will make such a
contract more easily attained, We will need to shpw that
like Europe, car sharers in the u.s. wi# be less prone to
create intentional accidents~ With Hertz or Avis this

Danielle: German insurers now allow StattAuto to just pick
up member's individual insurance, which is much cheaper
than what STAR had, I believe.
~

J

....
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4. Is there a 'cooperative bank or insurance organization that
would smile upon a c~ sharing program?
.
Danielle: Some day when we can prove to them that it

works. I pursued the cooperative lnsur.ance search but no
one could point me to one. I would not waste any mor~ time
on this at the moment.
5. When the car sharing organization allows members to
own co-op scheduled vehicles, do insurance comp~ies
cringe? What are the mechanics of this kind of arrangement
where a co-op member lends his or her vehicle to the pool?

-

.

Danielle: Th¢re is only so much thai insurers understand

about car sharing: Right now, it frightens th:em. I am
inc~ined to go with the expensive 'car rent(11 insurance and
business-owned cars. We put together some legal contracts
for the non-business owned cars in the Eugene Car Co-op
St~rt-up Kit.

equation from PAYDC in Britain: "As an example, for a
scheme with five cars, 17 people can'be 'supported if there is
a .25 probability that they will use the car during the peak
demand period and can E!ccept ~ success rate 'of 9:10.
Altemf,itively, at a.higher price, 14 people can be supported
-as above--oy five cars, willi a Success rate ot19:20:" Do
you have a computerized reservations 'system? How many
houts of the week must reservations he staffed? WhE!t size
staff do you estimate per" say J 00 car sharing members
(around 10 ~ars)?
DanielJe: We would benefit greatly ananot make so many

heart-wrenching. mistakes ifwe got StattAuto 's management
offleet software, ~et offormulas, and training.
2. A used-vehicle acquisition strategy contributed to the
demise of STAR in San Francisco. Do you believe that such
a strategy is more viable today?
Danielle: I though STAR stopped because they bought too.

D. Fleet Management

1

tI

1. Is there a procedure to estimate potential fleet operation
and management costs for a car sharing program? To
calculate how many vehicles should be owned for a given
demand? How much overflow demand is expected? What
revenue flow results? How do you estimate demand when
determining optimwn fleet size? How do you opti~ize the
fleet size fQr a given level of demand? What percentage of
requests are you willing to refuse because of vehIcle
unavailability? Lof 20? 1 of 10? When do you think you
will begin to lose customers? What do you think of the

many cars outright instead ofgradually growing. New cars
are easiest to manage-but it is a question afwhether one has
that kind 0/start-up' capital.
3. What models or price strategies did you follow to adopt
to this pricing structure? Describe the process by which you
came up with the fee of $250 ($200 of which is refundable
wh~n leaving the CO-O!?) plus $15 for insurance, 'group
discount, bus passes, and the use of utility bikes. On what
basis did you charge us~ge fees of $0.50 Per hour/$0.15.per
mile? Why a full-day rate of$15 + $0.15 per mile? Did
you consider a weeke~d ~urcharge?
~
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Da.nielle: StattAuto balances high weekend use by members
by having business like bakeries, architects, etc., join at a
corporate rate. This is 20% less than the normal price and
allows the to use the cars only between Monday morning
and Friday afternoon. Our prices were based"on how much
it would cost and how to make sure the cars were returned
to the stations. I would also have lower morning rates:and
higher afternoon rates to balance high demand in the
afternoon.
4. Are your memberships per houst::hold or per person?
What ,went into your decision as to whether couples CQuld
share a single membership?
Danielle: Memberships are per person.

E. Market Demographics
1. Have you done a market survey?' What category of
people are typically most iittractep. to this type of service?
Would you be willing to pool resources with a viable
Portland start-up in survey design?
Danielle: We have a simple survey, but we never used it.
The market will be at first young, idealistic, well-educated
people who have access to good public transit for getting to
work, to the store, to recreation. I don't know Downtow,n
Portland that well, but it strikes me as a perfect location to
start. European car sharers have tr-ied targeting sub~r-bia,
but it never seems to work.

2. What service(s) would be most attractive to potential
members?
Danielle: Concentra(e on making car usingfunctions
smoothly. Then build the number ofstations you have.
While you can say you will make arrangements for inter-city
car sharing, payingfor taxis and'trains with a mobility
card, workbi/ces, discounted bus passes--focus on getting the
car using to work before all else. I wish someone had told
me that before I wasted my time getting all the
transportation info for members and finding out about the
other possibilities.
3. Whaf is the best method for getting people to join the
enterprise word of mouth, media advertisement, or an
appropriate combination?
Danielle: Ifyou are starting with only a couple ofpeople
handling the majority ofthe start-up and development tasks,
be careful about giving too much time to the national media.
It is very exciting but it does not help you get more
members. Just ignore them or say you aren't available for
interviews. You need to focus on the local media, (alking
with other environmental groups. Announce a bi-weekly
,time/or people to sign up after they have received you
initial info via the mail. an answering machine e can take
those requests. Seeing the cars actually being used in the
neighborhood instead ofpersonal cars, is a big
advertisement! A strategy that StattAuto is using is to offir
at big eco-conforences that people can test the car sharing
for 30 days without having to pay the entrance foe.
Greenpeace sponsored a campaign for them at the Global
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Climate conference in Berlin. It is nice to set the new
testers all at once so you can get the extra cars altat once.

Danielle: We researched the Oregon General Cooperative

Law and read ,books on incorporating in Oregon ahd the

u.·S.
4. Is there any indication that car sharers might use co-op
cars differently in America than in Europe? A greater
'proportion of weekend use?
Danielle: Probably in big cities with good public transit

the use will be the same. There may be a longer learning
curve if the ,members have had'High property rights-to cars
in the past (lower if they've haven't had a car or+shared one
with other people). I imagine our theft rate is going to be
higher. In terms ofweekend usage being higher or lower
'will depend on what access the public transit system
provides to recreation al events or areas.
F. Cooperatives
L What institutional and legal factors imp.ede Of aid car
c9 0 peratives?
Danielle: Too many people making decisions can impede

growth. managers:should be given major decision making
power with oversight by-a monthly board or annual
members meeting.
2. What kind of assistance do you recommend getting to
write the precise language bf your Articles of Incorporation
and Bylaws?· Did you research Oregon general cooperative
law?

CarShare Cascadia

3. How do federal -and state tax code recognize non-profit
car cooperatives as different from investor-owned profit
corporations? Did the Eugene Co-op get non-profit, non-tax
paying status?
Danielle: Unknown, we are not a non-profit (hlJugh the

board ofdirectors is unpaid and upholds the aim of
reducing car use (Ind perpetuating car sharing vs. personal
car use. No one with the Eugene Car Co-op is going to
make a profit over and above the salaries ofemployees and
the reinvestment in more ·car sharing cars.
,4. How do you plan to pay for the automobiles? Have you
had any defining experiences with lending institutions? Do
you apply for grants or government funding?
Dani,elle: StattAuto is a gre{!n bank. They get funds from
members in exchange for giving them interest (around 4%,
though ~nterest rates are lower over there). initially they
got bank loans at much higher percentage, 11%. obviously,
member financing is easier on th~ir cas.h flow. I believe the
long process for attaining tax.,.exempt non-prpfit status
(around a year long process) and the low numbers ofgrants
available when you do get it, make this a less viable form of
incorporation.
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6. What kind ofmechanisnt do you have to guarantee that a
portion of your net income be dedicated to "long-term_ capital
reinvestment? Where does net income go? Is it
apportioned somehow among members?

service a part"ofmembership benefits They don't attempt
consensus, make it an election to make decision s in large
groups. I have had very negative .experiences with the
Gre~ns {political lenvironmental group} when the whole
group is subjected to long, drawn out meetings where
nothing is decided on or accomplished due to the c.onsensus
process. It only works well ifyou are not trying to
accomplish fast paced thingsolike businesses that have to
compete and survive in the real world transportation
s'ituation.

Danielle: Income would go for buying more car share cars
after reaching 50% use ofavailable ones, workbikes,
computer upgrades. No, profites are not apportioned
among members like REI's cooperatjves.

9. Is it possible to be a combination worker AND consumer
cooperative? Are employees of the cooperative also car
sharing members? What is the envisioned relationship
between members and staff?

7. Do cooperatives -- especially automobile sharing co-ops
-- fit Americans? How, in your experience, can a start-up
avoid conflicts among start-up members? What are common
problems with car sharing members? Americans
supposedly have individual habits related to cars that will
not be acceptable to group consensus. Do you see this as a
problem?

Danielle: It seems Jhat employees should be

5. Have you asked for any technical or. financial assistance
from the National Cooperative B~ 9r a cooperative
federation?
Danielle: No.

Danielle: Conflict cannot be entirely avoided, but the

frustrations with it can be reduced by having only a couple
ofpeople involved. in making decisions. These
accomplishments are then brought (0 a larger Board of
Directors monthly. Only ask larger groups really specific
questions about direction like pricing changes or for
example StattAuto in 1995 asked the members to approve
making an or8anically-grQwn, local grocery delivery

members.

Jarvis, Holly, GenerafMa,nager, Food Front--March
1996 interview.
The interview w'1th the Manager at Food.Front was a
structured interview, built around a set of questions given to
her several days before.
The following is a copy of the questionnaire that we created
for co-op managers. The questionnaire wa~ used in two
'interviews, Holly at Food Front and Tim Calvert at
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Laughing Horse Bookstore. Below is the questions and
answers from our interview with Holly.
TO: Holly Jarvis, Generaf Manager at Food Front
FROM: Graham C'lark and Tom Davis, PSU-graduate
students
Thank you for agreeing to meet on Thursday at 1:30. Ov~r
leaf.you will find information on car co-ops. We have so
many 'co-op questions! These revolve around the
pragmatics of organizational structure:

d

U

r

t

~

1. We are interested in how Food Front becamesucces'sful.
How long have you been in operation, and how long di,d it
take you to get established?

3. How did you arrive at the cooperative form of
organization? What other models for organization were
there available for consideration?
4. Is cooperative corporate structure always the.-pragmatic
business choice? Are there general acJ.v~tages and
disadvantages of non-profit co-ops in:
Efficiency and,flexibility. in decision making
Professional, high-quality customer service
Aggressive innovation and Expansion into new
markets
Financing and Capital Re-investment

We have been Llround since the 1970's. I came herefour
years ago.

It takes two years for us to make decisions to grow.
Therefore, we have slow responses to market forces. There
arl} the little factions and interest groups that you see in any
democracy: the anti-meat people here the anti-sugar people
there. .. ther have very strong belieft.
'

2. Is Portland a good city in which to do business? What are
is the local climate for co-ops regarding financing,
community .support, laws, ~tc.?

The co-op sftucture q(lows co-ops to help each other out.
We are helping someone in Northeast Portland start up a
newfood co-op.

t"
1

Jarvis: The National Co-op bank is the only way to get a co

f'

op loan: "It is the only game there is." However, Food
f'ront has had trouble with the Co-op Bank. "It is too far
away: It does offor competitive jinqncing. It is best to do
loans locally. Local banks deal with housing co-ops.
However, the locpl banks want one person to sign offon the
line. Co-ops cannot do that, so the co..op is an odd entity to
the local banks. Fir:,st Interstate Bank gives loans to Co-ops.

5. What"are the greatest strengths of Food Front, being a
cooperative?
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Your customers that are members are very loyal for the
long-term. They give a flow ofcapital contribution.
6. Do you know of OR laws, specifically, that impede
cooperatives? What other institutional anp legal factors?
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Oregon laws' are not unusual barriers to cooperatives.
Lending an,d insurance institutions can be.
7. How, in your experience, can a start-up avoid conflicts
among founding members? What are common problems
with members? Americans are supposedly too
individualistic for consensus. Has this been a problem?

9. Can employees and consumers share membership ·of a
cooperative?

There are consumer-owned co-ops and there are worker
owned co-ops. Each are formed for a different purpose.
10. Can cooperatives be tax exempt non-profits?

We are finally changing our missio11: statement. There has
been lots ofdivisiveness between old and new members.
New members here are often seen as outsiders.
There are also conflicts with non-owner workers. The
employees have just unionized because they are underpaid.
The co-op decision structure takes too long to raise the
wages. The employees just got tired ofwaiting. I don't
blame them. Not all co-ops are that bad, though.
8. ·Who is in control? Do members vote on policy? How
much power should·be given to whom? How should a
consumer co-op be,different?

We decide by simple majority decisions. However, keep a
small core group ·in your cooperative with the most decision
making power. Do not use consensUs, because" it will make
the process toa hard. Give. members a say on specific
things, such as the tYpe ofcars. Do not get into the can of
worms ofbroad, general policy questions.
The board members must be a strong group. Many have
never been in busin.ess, retail, or have been employees.
Have a no.minating committee nominate management staff.

Holly had never heard ofa tax-exempt, nonprofit co-op.
Lastly, how has the co-op structure served your social
ecological ideals?

Ten y.ears ago I would have said yes, that co-ops are the best
way to achieve social goals. However, today there are
natural food stores that are non-co-ops that have just
wonderful goals that put many food co-ops to shame.
So it is not the co-op.structure itselfthat leads to ecological

principles. There is a co-op in New Hampshire that had no
social goals. It members "needs were the driving force.
The consumer owned cooperative does not necessarily treat
its workers more fairly.
You might consider an alternative business that still gives
ownership to members who pay annual fees, but make it an
as.sociation--like a condo association--where the business
makes most ofthe decisions, but still gives members a say on
some things, like the cars.

The Car Sharer's Companion
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Kelley Blue Book Auto Mark~t< Report: Official Guide
to 198~-1995 Used Car Values, Sept-Oct 1995, NW
Edition.

This article can hook the reader on the idea, or, at the very
least, pique on~'s interest. Its account ofthe.Gepnan car
sharing clubs StattAuto explains the origin of the Germans'
program, their current services, and how these services are a
step toward their social, economical, and ecological ideals.

Kelley Blue Book 1996. New Car Guide, Sixth Edition.
Kemmis, D~niel, Community and the Politics of Place,
University of Oklahoma Press, 1990, pp. 84 -107.
Chapter 7, "Recl~ming the Marketplace,'t has been very
influential on this project. The chapter_~stablishes the
importance of locally based industries serving unique local
needs. It highlights several wood-chip burning apd clean
bllrning stove cooperative efforts in Missoula, Montana.

Lawson, Catherine, PSU fleet operations organizer-
February 1996 interview.
Catherine, a former member of a utopian-style educational
cooperative, suggested that we take a more entrepreneurial
approach. Co-op members have the tendency to fight
among themselves.
.

LaFond, Michael, "Cooperative Transport: Berlin's
StattAuto (Instead of Cars)," RAIN, Summer 1994,
Volume XIV, Number 4, pp 2 - 5.

CarShare Cascadia

Leslie, Fishman, and Wabe, Stuart, "Restructuring the
Form of Car Ownership: A Proposed Solution to the
Problem of the Motor Car in the United Killgdom," July
1969.
This is the·theoretical, twenty page .origin of the car sharing
idea. An Englishman,.professor proposed the idea, which
was not successfully implemented.until nearly twenty years
later.
The original'societal arguments for car: sharing appear in
this 25 page long article. A good study of the history and
theory behind car sharing. Ask for it from Tom Davis of
CarShare Cascadia.

LUTRAQ: Making the Land ,Use-Transportation Air
Quality Connection, Volume 6: Implementation, report
by 1000 Friends of Oregon, October 1995.
1000 Friends outlines seven important physical
characteristics of pedestrian-fri~ndly neighborhoods.

.....•
••
••
..•
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McCarty, Patrick, "The Shared Vehicle Fleet: A Study
of its Impact Upon Accessibility and Vehicle
Ownership," Journal of Transportation Economics and
Policy
This article provides an example of a survey that explored
the relationsliip between demographic characteristics and the
number and type ofpersonal vehicles owned:. The sUrvey
excluded from its sample household that did not own
vehicles. Moreover, the mix ofvehicles on the market have
changed since the survey was conducted, and the travel
behavior patterns pf households have evolved as-well. This
survey might perform as a model, and provides nu.rnerous
statistical equations that reveal its J;llethodology.
Their results were often very different from the results of the
Autocom survey in Quebec.

Dr. Mildner, Gerry, Portland State University--February
1996 interview
Gerry Mildner, an'urban economics professor, helped
CarShare Cascadia estimate the costs of renting and leasing
as opposed to owning a car. He also checked our basic
methods of cost comparIson analysis.
Gerry does not own his own car. He buses most days and
then rents cars occasionally. He estimates that he saves
$1,500 or J;llore each year.

"New Statistics Feed Parking Permit Debate," The
Northwest Examiner, Fe~ruary 1996, p.l.
Residents of Northwest Portland .believe that parking is their
number one problem.

"Oregon and Southwest Washington 1994 Activity and
Travel Behavior Survey", Metro Service ,District, April
1996.
The Metropolitan Service District has taken a behavioral
approach to regional transportation management.
The method used was·a trip diary, that collected all activities
performed, as well as trips taken, during a given two-day
period. The information collected included -the origin and
destination locations of all trips, departure and arrival times,
types of-activities and purposes ass<1ciated with each .trip, the
type of transportation uses, 'parking costs if any, and
more .... Total completed households: 4,451.
The survey lays out household travel behavior for a range of
-demographic groups~ Surveyed times include household
character-istics stich as size, income, number of vehicles,
number of employed members, and demographic individual
person characteristics.
Just available in March, the survey results are an excellent
resource for being able to understand consumer travel
behavior..
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Portland Police Bureau Planning Division: 1995 Crime
Statistics.
According to the crime statistics off~red by the bureau, auto
theft, vandalism, and theft from autos is worst in certain
Southeast Portland neighborhoods. Northeast Portland had
the second highest incidence, while Northwest Portland was
third.

!I

,I

Regarding'the optimum fleet size for a given demand, Mr.
Potter said that a ma$ematical <;lemand function· was too
sCIentific' in the practical' world. Most fleets evolve, he said,
by checking the mileage per vehicle., and making small
incremental changeS in pricing and fleet-mix and size as the
operation grows and changes. Generally,. he said, the break
even mileage for a flt!et vehicle is 1,100 miles per month.
Regarding maintenance, Bill Porter said that there are fleet
maintenance Gompanies "out there".

Potter, Bill, Metro Prop~rty Resources M~n{lgement
Director, January 1996 interview.
In B.ill Potter'S fleet manag~ment experiences in both the
public and private ,sector, the .first step in purch~sing a fleet
of vehicle is to create a specification of. th~ certain kind of
vehicle,. depending on the type of use market 1hat one will
target, a certain size; gas· mileage, emissions, etc. Then one
narrqws dQwn to Ctfrtain m~es and models depending on
deals and comparisons of models.

Metro's fleet is funded through general support'services
funds. Metro departments are allocated a portion of the
costs according to the amount of use by that department in
.the previous year. General support services keep track of
the users to reapportion every new fiscal year based on the
previous year~s usage. Users call the security desk, pick up
keys at the security desk, return a "trip slip" that shows
mileage traveled and condition ofthe vehicle, among other
things.

On the government side, state and local agencies are bound
by state regUlations regarding purchasing. Federal, General
Service Administration purchases through a bidding process.
On the private side, buying power comes with ~i?~. The
fleet owner specifies the type and number of vehicles it
wants,.and then buys from the lowest bidder. Such fleet
'Qwners purchase around 200 vehicles per year. Smaller
operators that perhaps 'want 10 to 15 cars generally call fleet
sales services. Mr. Porter mentioned that, locally, Damerall
Ford has fleet sales people.

Bill Potter said that a lease vehicle<provid~r would be good
for a year analysis of cost~. The real alternative for a fleet
service to owning its own vehicles would, be to lease
vehicles. Rental companies have this ~ervice." The
attractiveness of the lease rutemative changes greatly for tax
e:?{empt organizati9ns. Tax exemption cha:nges .the fonnula
dramatically_ Metro is exempt and keeps-its own vehicles.
PSU, which rents ot leases (which is it?) has not done a
comparative ~alysis, according to Catherine Lawson.
Companies can deduct lease or deduct depreciation from

CarShare Cascadia
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their taxes. Depreciation is just writing off the value of the
vehicle. In the private sector, there is a tax advantage in
leas~g. If you buy a car and then replace them, you include
a capital replacement fund in the monthly ,expenses. A
capital replacement fund maybe compounds interest on top
of a monthly infusion of, say, $500 for a two year
replacement cycle on a $15,000 doll~ car.
Bill Potter felt that the gre~test hurdle for an American
cooperative would be th~ individuality of our society. He
,mentioned that each person is so 'different here, and has
individual habits that will not be acceptable to group
consensus. He mentioned smoking as an example: "All
right, who has been smoking in the automobiles?!"

Progressive In.surance quote service --February 1996
phone interview.
Here is an example of questions that insurers will ask:

"Quartet starting network to pool cars, costs,"
Vancouver Sun, February 2,1996.
A short introduction to the Canadian Auto Network group

"Resources," RAIN, Summer 1994, Volume XIV,
Number 4, p. 7.
A 1994 list of names, mailing and Email addresses of
information sources and existing cooperatives around the
world. Europe, particularly Germany, Switzerland, and
Austria have many local cooperative addresses. The United
States has few. One excellent contact in Portland is Richard
Katzev, who is researching cooperative transport.
The list is nearly two years old, and could be expanded in
1996 to include the fledgling mobility sharing efforts in San
Francisco, Portland, Seattle, Olympia, and Vancouver, B.C.

Is there a member charge? Just anyone can be a member?
Where should the cars be parked?

"Rethinking Roadspace," Surveyor, September 21,
1995, p. 21.

What kind ofperson--why would I want to do this?
The list of drivers is too broad, so you do not fit into any
program. We need to know drivers ... turnover could be
tremendous.

This is article, reporting from a 1995 European conference,
provides an 'update .on car ~haring efforts in Denmark,
Britain, and Germany. It also gives a way to calculate fleet
size needs for an estimated level of demand

We need to have a set list of drivers and their characteristics.
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Robert, Benoit, AutoCom an4 CommunAuto founder-
January 1996 letter correspondence.
Benoit had a number of important things to say about taking
care to choose the right corporate form. He also expressed
the amount of work it takes to start ,a small business. His
comments are printed as case studies in Chapters One and
Two of the Ignition Guide section of this handbook.

throug!1out Paris. Members of the service would reserve
their vehicles using remote control handsets. Between rides,
vehicles' riickel-ca<4nium batteries would be automatically
recharged at stations. The plan is to serve between 50,000
and 100,000 Parisians.
The article is a.reminder that the improvements In the
technologies of electric cars and advanced interactive
communications are amenable to the creation of the. shared
vehicle concept.

"Self-drive Mini Hire-cars Proposed for Amsterdam,"
Tra"nsportation 2 (1973', p. 97-10Z
A description of the Witkar (whitecar) cooperative in
D.enmark during the early 1970's. Notable characteristics of
the cooperative:
--It evolved from,a white bicycle program, a forefather of
Portland, Oregon's Yello.w Bikes Program.
--It relied on advanced alternative technQlbgy and specially
built vehicles, as well as large government loans. Because
of this, the program serves as an early example and as the
proverbial overturned cart in the road--an example of what
not to do, at least in the early years.

"Self-Service Rent-A-Car," Popular Mechanic$, October
1995, p. 24.
A short article reporting that Peugeot-Citroen car maker has
proposed to station a fleet of electric 2-seat automobiles

CarShare Cascadia

Sgt. Elmore, Detective ~n the Auto Theft Task Force,
Portland Police Bureau, --March 1996 phone interview.

"There is nothing to prevent a thief" according to Sergeant
Elmore, a'detective OlJ the Portland Police Bureau
Automobile 'Theft Task Force. No al8rm system, no club,
and no lock-entry -system can stop a determined thief from
entering vehicle cabins or irunks, or from stealing the
.vehicle itself. Invest in high quality· security systems for
cars and bikes only as a deterrent, and not as a stand-alone
cure.
The most cars are stolen where the most thieves live.
Thieves also target regional centers such as Downtown, the
Lloyd Center, and suburban malls because of the numper of
unattended parked vehicles filied with merchandise.
Choose attractive but unassuming vehicles. Criminals are
attracted to certain cars. Th~ Jeep Cherokee, for instance, is
currently the trophy salmon of the crime world. Toyotas of
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any model are targets. Fortunately, base hatchbacks like the
Geo Metro and.Honda'Civic are not, according t9 the Police
Bureau. However, any vehicle that calls attention to itself
with bright colors, extra features, or visible articles,
becomes a statistically 'more likely target. Store vehi~le
a~cessories such as tools o~t of view~and remind members
to keep valuables out of a temporarily parked co-op car.
Anti-theft devices, withdurthe ~bove strategies, are no cure.
There is nothing to prevent a thief. NQ alarm system, no
club, and no lock-entry system c~ stop a detennined thief
from entering vehicle cabins or trunks, 'or from stealing the
vehicle itself. Invest in high quality security systems for
cars and bikes only a~ a det({rrent, and not as a stand-alone
cure.
Focus car sharing in neighborhoods and districts with
relatively !ow vehicle-related crime rates. Auto theft, theft
from autos, vandalism, carj acking, robbery, and assault ~e
frequent enough in Portland 1&) potentially disrupt the
financial stability and the reliability of your service. Visit
the Police Bureau Planning department and ask for the
annual reports on vehicle-related crime by~neighborhood.
Station vehicles in high activity streets and monitored areas.
After locating within relatively safe peighborhoods, station
vehicles on streets with 8:' consistently high volume and mix
of activity. Night clubs cah be better neighbors than quiet
houses:. -Well-lit-public -streets with a high level of use and
pedestrian traffic are generally ~fer (or both cars and
people than are quiet residential side streets. If possible,
station fleet vehicles near the watchful eyes of "foster

parent" car sharing members who can adopt and infonnally
monitor a vehicle.>

Small Business Administration.
Th~

U.S. Small Businessi\dministration exists to provide
technical assistance and loans to small businesses. The SBA
does not have a reputation for giving loans very easily,
especially not loans to cooperatives. However, they do
provide two great resources for co-ops who can
acknowledge the fact that they are in a business
'environment. The first is the Resource Directory for Small
Business Management. The second includes a "business
checklist" and development guide. Look for their local
office telephone under the federal governrrient section of the
phone book.

SohI, Kay, The Oregon Nonprofit Corporation
Handbook, Technical Assistance for Community
Se'rvices, Portland, Oregon, 1993.
This local handbook destroyed once and for_all our illusions
that tax exemption would be easy or desirable to obtain.

Sparrow, F. Thomas, et. aI, "The Mobility Enterprise:
Improving Auto Productivity," Automotive
Transportation Center, Purdue University, January
1982.
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Transportafion Center a is research cel}ter and
educator for socjal issues s].lch ~s auto safety, tr~sportation
policies at state and federal levels, and informer for new
projects. Here they in.troduc.e the "mobil~ty enterprise," their
catch-all phrase for any sort of group-owned- set of mobility
resources that incre3:se the effiCiency of automobile
transportation. The article is very well r.esearcl\ed and is full
ofarguments for the concepts as well as advice regardjng
the creation of a mobility enterprise. Many of the suggested
questions for start-up organizations to ~k are extremely
pertinent today:

Sparro:w, Thomas, "Purc:lue University urban Car
Experiment,!' Automotive Transportation Center,
Purdue University."
T4is project tested consumer acceptanc~ of a shared vehicle
concept called the Mobility Enterprise. A preliminary
market potential survey was distributed randomly to' 3000
respondents in a metropolitan region. Next, focus group
interviews were conducted with interested respondents.
Finally, Purdue conducted a pilot·program"and then
surveyed trip diaries:

Enterprise survey found that, few adopters of the
experimental shared fleet service appreciated the small
un~form fleet-type vehicle.
The Pttrdu~ focus groups identified the continuous shared
fleet vehicle maintenanqe as the most.universal point in
favor of the mobiJity enterprise .. In recruiting subjects for
the Purdue experiment, the most common response of
uninterested people is that they already own a car. Lack-of
cpnvenience ·was the second major reaSon ..
"The [Mobility Enterprise] shared-fleet concept
was .not well-received. Most groups fel~ that it
impinged on their freedom of mobility, and
tended to dwell on jts negative aspects. .. An
overwhelming consensus that automobiles are
synonymous with personal mobility and freedom"
Ask CarSnare Cascadia for a copy to borrow.

Switzerland Alternative Marketing Award committee,
"A Plaque of Honor for' Conrad Wagner, AutoTeilet
Cooperative, Stans," Press Release, 1994.
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Cost and personal savings was considered most important
by most respondents. Seek an effective user fee structure
that capiUllizes on the economic incentives to join·a mobility
enterprise
Cars shOUld be carefully chosen, for tJteir appeal as well as
their efficiency. In the 1980's, Puraue University'S Mobility
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Introduce yourself to the inspiring and instructive story of
AutoTeilet CooI?erative (ATG). The founder of ATG,
Conrad Wagner, successfuIiy combine~ his.. idealistic
environmentalism with niche-market entrepreneutship.
'Wagner was driven·by an idealistic "-big idea," a social
. . mission. In addition to c9nne~ting his business to' social
issues, he directed hl,s service in the context of the larger
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transportation system. The presenters of the Swiss
Alternative Marketing Award lauded Wagner for his
continued innovation and expansioI}. of the idea of car
sharing: growing cooperation with public transportation
services, a demand-response telebus company, a growing
variety of fleet vehicles available to members, and the
continuous formation of ne~, convincing economical and
social arguments in favor of car sharing.
ATG stands as an excellent model for new car cooperatives,
especially in 'business-minded, entrepreneurial society such
as the United States.
Copies of this document ,are available from CarShare
Cascadia and Public Policy Research.

"Taming Traffic Troublespots", The 'Northwest
Neighbo,r, March 22,1996, p. 1.
More driving problems in Northwest Portland!

Taylor, Joshua-February 1996 interview.

Ifyou still believe that you can get tax exempt status, go to
the Federal BUilding, and pick up this free publication.

"Transit Friendliness Map",.Metro Service District
Growth Manage:Qlent Dept., January 1995.
Graham Clark borrowed this from the Transportation Bureau
wall. An ever-resourceful young planner.

Urban Studies and Planning WorkshQp 558, January
1996 focus group meeting
Fellow graduate students and also professors happen to
match the demographics of people that have had a
propensity to join,car sharing programs. Here are common
preconceptions from one particular group of people:
THE GROUP THOUGHT THAT NEWIUSED CAR
OWNERSHIP ARE BETTER DEALS
In Europe people pay the true social cost of driving.
America highly subsidizes auto travel.

Joshua was very interested in alternative fuel vehicles. Like,
marijuana-fueled vehicles or something.

Gas is cheaper in the U.S. and you only have to think about
insurance twice a year. Owning a car is easier and cheaper
here, minimizing the savings ofjoining a c~cooperative.

Tax-Exempt Status for Your Organization, Publication
557 of the Internal Revenue Service, U.S. Department of
the Treasury, January 1995.

The costs of maintaining an older car are lower here in the
U.S. than they are in Europe. Europeans require higher
standards for upkeep. In Oregon, there is no inspection and
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a low renewaL fee [?]. Therefore, used cars, along with
rentals, are a greater source of competition to cooperatives
in the U.S.

THE GROUP THOUGHT THAT CAR RENTALS WILL
BE VERY COMPETITIVE
Rental cars in Europe a far more expensive than in the
United States. Rental cars are much more price-competitive
here. [On weekends especially?]
Any cost comparison analysis to determine co-op feasibility
should not only' compare co-op to ownership co~ts, but co
op car costs and rental ,car prices.

Personal beliefs are a major factor in the beginning. This
would be a good way for Food Front types who don't want
to own a car to be able to ,use ,a car.
There is a small segment of the popplatioI1lik~ file who
would join a cooperative rapier than rent a car. People who
get a good feelingJrom giving to a shared com:rr:tunity
reinvestment rather than to corporate profit.
This would he a good way for two-car families to' own just
one car.
I personally would want to know if membership is per
individual or per household copple. (--fellow with· fiance )

You can rent a car for 1~ dollars a day and then add per mile
charges.
PROBLEMS WITH AMERICANS ,'.' .
U-Haul gi:ves you an array of different vehi~le types> for
hauling.
INSURANCE WILL BE A PROBLEM
Americans like to sue more than Europeans do. I am
wondering who would be liable in an ~cc'ident: the member
or just the cooperative?"
THERE ARE MARKET OPPORTUNITIES
Socially responsibly businesses who would be interested
during the low-demand weekdays.
This would be a good way for Food Front types to be able to
drive wifll:out owniilg a car.

CarShare Cascadia
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There is the aspect of the car as a storage area. People like
to have a car you can put stuff in and keep stuff in. Like
finding lost belongings under your seat.
What if I want to use a car and somebody else has the car? I
like my car to be available whenever I need it. I'm going to
keep my car ... 1 like my car.
I would be unlikely to join because I do not live in walking
distance of any center or stores.
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Wagner, Conrad, and Katzev, Richard, "Car Sharing:
More Mobility, Preservation of.the Environment and
Savings in Your Pocket," press release, April 1996.

WUlemssen, Joseph, co-founder of "cOgO" car sharing
club, February and March 1996 internet
correspondence.

This is probably the most recent AND informative article
about an existing successful car sharing program that you
can get your hands on at this time. It goes into the nuts-and
bolts details of how ATG works in Switzerland. It includes:
a section about the trend toward combination packages
between ATG and Hertz.

This correspondence established important contact and
dialogue with the San Francisco-Seattle cOgO operation.

The article is new, and is at present an unpublished press
release. Copies are available from Tom Davis or from,
Richard Katzev at Public Policy Research in Portland.

"Your Driving Costs, 1995 Edition," American
Automobile Association, 1995.
This is the source for our cost comparison methods. This
brochure is available from AAA in Downtown Portland.

"What is a Cooperative?" Center for Cooperatives,
Davis, CA, 1995.
The Center for Cooperatives can provide basic information
about what a cooperative is. They also publish a list of
literature.

The Whole Co-op Catalog,~ Twin Pines Cooperative
Foundation, 1995.
This catalog carries publications from business management
to cooperative ftnance.
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